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Abstract: Extending the transverse momentum dependent factorization to thrust depen-

dent observables entails a series of difficulties, ultimately associated to the behavior of soft

radiation. As a consequence, the definition of the TMDs has to be revised, while preserv-

ing (and possibly extending) their universality properties. Moreover, the regularization of

the rapidity divergences generates non trivial correlations between rapidity and thrust. In

this paper, we show how to deal with these correlations in a consistent treatment of the

thrust dependence of e+e− → hX cross section, where the hadron transverse momentum

is measured with respect to the thrust axis. In this framework all results obtained in the

past few years properly fit together, leading to a remarkable phenomenological description

of the experimental measurements.
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1 Introduction

The thrust distribution associated to single-inclusive hadron production from e+e− annihi-

lations (SIAthr), sensitive to the transverse momentum of the detected hadron with respect

to the thrust axis, is one of the most challenging processes where transverse momentum

dependent (TMD) factorization needs to be extended beyond the standard scheme in which

it was originally formulated [1–3]. Interest has grown since the beginning of 2019, when

the BELLE collaboration released their measurements [4] of the e+e− → hX cross section.
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Figure 1: Pictorial representation of the SIAthr. The three independent kinematic regions

are explicitly represented in the jet cone where the hadron is detected. The central region

(R2) covers the widest portion of the phase space and it is located neither too close to the

thrust axis n⃗T , nor too close to the jet boundary.

The factorization properties of this process have been studied using two main schemes, one

based on Soft Collinear Effective Field Theory (SCET) [5, 6], and one based on the Collins

Soper Sterman (CSS) formalism [7–9]. Within the nearly 2-jet configuration, all the above

studies agree in the classification of the underlying kinematic structure in terms of three

different kinematic regions, each corresponding to a different factorization theorem. Bor-

rowing the nomenclature from Ref. [6] and according to the most recent work of Ref. [9],

this classification can be traced back to the distance of the outgoing hadron from its jet

axis. Region 1 (R1) and Region 3 (R3) are located at the boundaries of the available phase

space, either extremely close to the thrust axis (R1) or in the outer region of the jet cone,

very far from the jet axis (R3). Region 2 (R2), located in the intermediate range between

R1 and R3, covers the widest portion of the phase space and is of primary importance to

understand the experimental data correctly. Due to its location inside the jet cone, we will

also refer to Region 2 as the central region.

While SCET and CSS schemes find the same results when examining the factorization

properties of R1 and R2, some tension arises in the case of R2. We will show that these dis-

crepancies originate from genuine non-perturbative effects, while perturbative QCD alone

would lead to the same result. We will conclude that the two factorization theorems refer

to two different kinematic regions, even if they were originally devised to describe the same

configuration. In particular, adopting the same classification used in Ref. [9], the SCET

result is associated to a kinematic region located “halfway” between R2 and R3, where one

would expect to have to apply some matching prescription. This is totally unexpected, as

usually matching regions do not allow for properly defined factorization theorems.
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According to Refs. [7–9] the extended factorization theorem devised in the CSS ap-

proach for the study of R2 shows some peculiarities, as it requires the rapidity regulator

(introduced to prevent the rapidity divergences associated to TMD contributions) to be a

function of thrust and transverse momentum, thereby introducing non trivial correlations

among rapidity, transverse momentum and thrust1. Such relation is by far the most con-

troversial and debated feature of the factorization theorem valid in Region 2, as obtained

in the CSS-based framework. Incidentally, one could note that the SCET treatment does

not involve any issue regarding the rapidity regulators. A first attempt to explore and

clarify the correlation among the rapidity regulator and thrust, although rather naive, was

already presented in Ref. [8] and investigated phenomenologically in Ref. [10]. In this pa-

per, the equation encoding such a correlation will be correctly devised, and it will appear

as a natural consequence of the kinematics underlying Region 2.

There is another unique aspect regarding the factorization theorem valid in Region 2,

addressed in both SCET and CSS formalisms and widely discussed in Ref. [7], concerning

the definition of the TMD Fragmentation Function (FF) appearing in the final cross section,

which does not coincide with the usual definition adopted in standard TMD factorization [3,

11]. As a matter of fact, the usual TMDs include, by definition, the non-perturbative TMD

effects introduced by soft gluon radiation. In Region 2, the same definition cannot be used,

simply because such effects are not there. Notably, this does not undermine the universality

of TMDs, since the two definitions can be unambiguously related [8]. In fact, these effects

can be properly described by a novel non-perturbative function, MS()z, bT , called the

”soft model” [7], which can be considered as the soft counterpart of the non-perturbative

core of the TMDs. Similarly, MS cannot be computed, but should be extracted from

experimental data. Then, the standard definition is recovered by multiplying the TMD FF

associated with R2 by the square root of the soft model. Troubles in TMD universality like

those described above are not specific of SIAthr, they are rather ”side effects” of extending

TMD factorization beyond the so-called benchmark processes (semi-inclusive deep inelastic

scattering (SIDIS), Drell Yan (DY) processes), in which only two hadrons appear, either

in the initial or final states.

As discussed in Ref. [8], it might appear that any extension to processes including a

different number of hadrons requires the introduction of a new non-perturbative function,

in order to perform global phenomenological analyses. Clearly, as long as the total number

of non-perturbative unknowns is reasonably low, the phenomenological treatment is feasible

and the idea of universality is preserved, even if slightly weakened. On the other hand,

introducing new non-perturbative functions provides novel perspectives on the inner non-

perturbative core of QCD. The case of SIAthr is (the first) remarkable example of this

enrichment: the extraction of the unpolarized TMD FF from R2 data can be used as

an input for phenomenological analyses on double-inclusive e+e− annihilation (DIA) data

(which belongs to the benchmark processes) in order to access the soft model. In turn,

achieving a more detailed knowledge on the soft model provides a useful insight about the

non-perturbative properties of the QCD vacuum, which would not be accessible within the

1Note that thrust and hadronic transverse momentum are measured quantities.
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sole standard TMDs.

Given its many peculiarities and the new perspectives on TMD phenomenology that

it offers, the SIAthr process is definitely worth investigating. This paper is devoted to

address and solve those theoretical issues that have inspired long debates in the last couple

of years. More formally, we consider the cross section of e+e− → hX, as a function of the

fractional energy z, the transverse momentum PT and the thrust T , where the reference

jet axis is given by the thrust axis [4]. For simplicity, we only consider the production

of a spinless hadron, but the generalization to the polarized case is straightforward, as

shown in Ref. [7]. The cross section is conveniently written by decoupling the initial state,

encoded into the leptonic tensor Lµ ν , from the final state, described by the hadronic tensor

Wµ ν . Projecting the latter onto its relevant Lorentz structures leads to the definition of

two Lorentz-invariant structure functions, F1 and F2. In the 2-jet limit, these functions

are not independent, as they are related through F2 = −2
z F1 apart from power suppressed

terms. Therefore, in this limit the cross section is simply written as:

dσ

dz d2P⃗T dT
= σB z F1 +

p.s.

terms
, (1.1)

where σB = 4πα2/3Q2 is the Born cross section. A much more detailed presentation of

the above results can be found in Ref. [9].

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we show how to properly define and

identify the central kinematic region. In Section 3 we present the relation between rapidity

regulator, thrust and transverse momentum that characterizes the factorization theorem

of Region 2, which is the subject of Section 4. The relation with the SCET result, together

with the pecularity of the matching with Region 3 is addressed in Section 5. Finally,

we present a phenomenological study, based on this new formalism, in Section 6. The

Appendices regard the notation used A, a review on the definition of the unpolarized TMD

FF B and a detailed discussion about the functions appearing in the factorized cross section

in the central kinematic region C, D, E.

2 Identifying the central region

The derivation of the TMD factorization theorem for the e+e− → hX thrust distribution

is highly non-trivial, especially in the kinematics of Region 2, where the detected hadron is

neither very close to the thrust axis nor to the outer boundaries of the jet. At the same time,

this thrust distribution is one of the most interesting observables, as it shows properties

that make it particularly relevant for TMD physics. In this paper, we will not focus on

the details of factorization itself and on how the various contributions are separated out,

as these aspects have been thoroughly investigated in Ref. [9], where a formal proof was

obtained in the Collins factorization formalism of Ref. [11]. Rather, in this Section we will

show that, once all terms contributing to the final cross section have been identified and

properly separated, the theorem devised in Ref. [9] for Region 2 is actually the only viable
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solution. Let us therefore inspect the various types of radiation contributing to the final

state of the process.

• Collinear forward emissions. These include gluons radiated collinearly along the

thrust axis, in the same hemisphere of the detected hadron. Their contribution plays

a pivotal role in producing TMD effects. Consequently, the dependence on transverse

momentum in the corresponding term becomes crucial and is conveniently accounted

for by considering its Fourier conjugate, bT , and working in the impact parameter

space. Collinear radiation in the forward hemisphere is described by a function de-

pending on both transverse momentum and thrust, which one might be tempted

to identify with a (Fourier transformed) generalized fragmenting jet function (FJF),

Gh/j . This, however, would not be completely correct, as the hadron is detected in

Region 2, sufficiently far from the boundaries of the jet, and its contribution to the jet

spreading is negligible. In other words, its transverse momentum is not large enough

to affect significantly the thrust dependence of the cross section, which is instead

a characteristic of generalized FJFs. The correct way to include forward collinear

radiation in Region 2 is then to consider only the low transverse momentum approx-

imation of a generalized FJF, or equivalently, its large-bT asymptotic counterpart in

the impact parameter space. This function will be denoted by Gasyh/j . Notice that the

whole z-dependence is encoded in this term.

• Soft gluon emissions. The classification of soft radiation is less straightforward.

Indeed, the soft gluons that flows in the hemisphere opposite to h must be treated

likewise backward collinear radiation. On the contrary, soft gluons that flows in

the same hemisphere of h could, in principle, produce some TMD effects. However,

here we are considering the hadron detected in the central region of its jet, R2, far

enough from the thrust axis so that its transverse momentum is sufficiently large not

to be significantly affected by soft gluon radiation2. As a consequence, in Region 2,

the contribution of soft gluon radiation is integrated over the transverse momentum

components. The corresponding function is the generalized soft thrust function S,

reviewed in Appendix C.

• Collinear backward emissions. They include the contributions of the gluons emit-

ted collinearly, but opposite, to the thrust axis. These gluons flow in the hemisphere

opposite to the detected hadron, hence they cannot affect its transverse momentum.

Their contribution is integrated over the transverse momentum components and it is

embedded in the jet thrust function J .

• Virtual gluon emissions. These are short-distance contributions that dress the

vertex γ q q, and are encoded into the hard function H.

The various types of radiation described above do not resolve completely the kinematics

of Region 2. In fact, the hallmark of a kinematic region is fixed only once the overlapping

2This implies that in Region 2 the thrust axis is not affected by soft recoiling: this is relevant when

developing a jet algorithm suitable for this kinematic configuration.
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among the various momentum regions is properly taken into account and any eventual

double counting is canceled. Subtle issues are in general hidden in the overlapping between

soft and collinear momentum regions. The corresponding double counting is dealt with by

subtracting out the soft-collinear radiation contributions (i.e. gluons with large rapidity

but low energy) from the collinear part of the cross section. In the case of SIAthr there

are two overlappings of this kind, one in each of the hemispheres. Clearly, soft-collinear

backward gluons cannot affect the transverse momentum of the detected hadron, hence

their contribution depends only on thrust. It corresponds to the (left) soft-collinear thrust

function YL, reviewed in Appendix C.2. On the other hand, the role of forward emitted

soft-collinear gluons might seem ambiguous, being them hybrids between soft and collinear

radiations: they may either produce relevant TMD effects, like collinear gluons, or be totally

irrelevant for the transverse momentum of the detected hadron, like soft gluons. Crucially,

different ways of dealing with this ambiguity lead to different factorization theorems.

This implies that the underlying kinematics of Region 2 must be associated to only

one of the two possible interpretations of soft-collinear radiation in the forward hemisphere

and, consequently, that the other one refers to a different kinematic region. In particular,

we anticipate that opting for the TMD-relevance of forward soft-collinear radiation leads to

the factorization theorem devised in Ref. [9], while the result presented in Ref. [6] implies

the TMD-irrelevance of such contributions. It is important to stress that these are not

different results referring to the same physics, but they really describe different kinematic

configurations. At this stage, the question is determining which choice can be regarded as

truly describing Region 2.

Clearly the identification of Region 2 essentially depends on the correct identification

of the other two kinematic regions, the factorization theorems of which are well-established

at present. Framing the kinematic of the central region of the phase space is indeed crucial

to assign the correct role to forward soft-collinear radiation. In Region 1, all the contri-

butions to the forward hemisphere are relevant for TMD effects, while in Region 3 this

only applies for collinear radiation. This suggests that the only way to define a truly inde-

pendent Region 2 is to consider as TMD-relevant the corresponding forward soft-collinear

contribution. The other possibility would make the kinematic structure of Region 2 almost

indistinguishable from that of Region 3, undermining its fundamental role of “central” re-

gion of the phase space. This is represented in the following scheme of forward radiation:

soft soft-collinear collinear

R1 TMD-relevant TMD-relevant TMD-relevant

R2 TMD-irrelevant TMD-relevant TMD-relevant

R3 TMD-irrelevant TMD-irrelevant TMD-relevant

Each of the three kinematic regions shows its distinctive kinematic structure. This

is their finger-print, which makes them unique and independent. Notice how the scheme

above presents a totally “symmetric” structure among the three regions. The soft-collinear

radiation in R2 is described by the large-bT asymptotic behavior of the (right) soft-collinear
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Figure 2: Factorized momentum regions associated with the central kinematic region R2.

Each blob corresponds to one of the terms appearing in the cross section in Eq. (2.1). Red

blobs correspond to TMD-relevant contributions, while blue blobs are TMD-irrelevant. The

overlapping between soft and collinear momentum regions is represented by the hatched

areas. In the pictorial representation of the contribution of the Gh/j function we also

indicate the thrust axis, n⃗T , and the momentum PT of the detected hadron transverse to

n⃗T . Double fermionic lines represent Wilson lines.

thrust factor, introduced in Ref. [9]. Such function can be regarded as the soft approxima-

tion of the collinear radiation term, embodied into the low-PT (or equivalently large-bT )

generalized FJF. Remarkably, it also coincides with the Thrust-TMD collinear soft function

of Ref. [6]. In this paper, we will simply refer to it as the soft-collinear thrust factor and

denote it as CR. It is reviewed in Appendix D. We are now able to write a first (schematic)

version of the factorization theorem of Region 2. Here, the cross section factorizes as:

dσR2 ∼ |H|2 J
S
YL
Gh/j
CR

, (2.1)

where the formula holds in the bT space (Fourier conjugate of the transverse momentum kT )

and in the u space (Laplace conjugate of the thrust, T ). In Eq. (2.1) the explicit dependence

on these variables has been omitted for clarity. The momentum regions associated to each

of the terms appearing in Eq. (2.1) are represented in Fig. 2.
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3 Thrust and rapidity regulators

Despite its appealing appearance, the forward-radiation scheme devised for defining Region

2 hides a potentially lethal pitfall regarding the factorization within this region. More

specifically, troubles arise when dealing with the regularization of rapidity divergences. In

SIAthr, part of the rapidity divergences are naturally prevented by the thrust dependence.

This is a general feature of thrust observables. The 2-jet limit τ → 0 (where as usual

τ = 1 − T ) corresponds to removing the regulator and exposing the rapidity divergences

in fixed order calculations. Nevertheless, this limit corresponds to a physically meaningful

result: resummation shows that thrust-dependent cross sections vanish for τ = 0, ensuring

the “independence” of the rapidity regulator. Thrust dependence is rarely considered in

these terms. In fact, being a measurable quantity, it is usually treated as an external

variable and not just a mere mathematical tool like a regulator. On the other hand, each

terms contributing to TMD observables is affected by the presence of rapidity divergences,

which cancel out only when the full cross section is assembled. In order to make each

term separately finite, many different regularization procedures have been proposed in

the past few years [11–18]. Any of these procedures introduces rapidity regulators that

artificially prevent the generation of rapidity divergences. Unlike thrust, these regulators

really are artificial mathematical tools, hence the final result should not depend on them.

More specifically, the final result should coincide with the limit in which such regulators

are removed, a condition which is clearly satisfied when they disappear in the final cross-

section. This is indeed the most common situation and one of the characterizing features of

standard TMD factorization theorems. In SIAthr, these regulators coexist with the thrust

dependence. Therefore, it should not be surprising that the two mechanisms are correlated

generating, in turn, a correlation between thrust and rapidity regulators.

3.1 Intertwining of rapidity regularizations

The effects of this interconnection permeate the whole kinematics of SIAthr, but they be-

come evident in Region 2. This must be traced back to the different role played by soft and

soft-collinear radiation in the forward hemisphere. In most cases, this two contributions

are considered on an equal footing as far as TMD effects are concerned: either they are

integrated over transverse momentum, as in Region 3, or they are Fourier transformed and

considered in bT -space, as in Region 1 and standard TMD factorization. Since the regu-

larization of rapidity divergences is particularly relevant in soft and soft-collinear sectors,

and because it is heavily affected by how TMD effects are taken into account, whenever

these two types of radiation are considered differently, the question about the cancellation

of rapidity divergences rises urgently. For this reason, the case of Region 2 is very peculiar

and, at present, unique.

In the following, we will show some examples of the intertwining between thrust and

rapidity regulators in SIAthr. For this reason, we have to select explicitly one of the vari-

ous methods proposed to regularize TMD rapidity divergences. Among them, one of the

cleanest is the Collins’ regularization prescription. It consists in tilting the Wilson lines

associated with soft approximations off the light-cone. This regularization is controlled
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by two parameters y1 and y2, one for each hemisphere (or relevant directions in standard

TMD factorization). They act like cut-offs in the integration over rapidity, preventing the

corresponding terms from being divergent. The Wilson lines are restored to their original

light-cone directions in the limits y1 → +∞ and y2 → −∞. We will adopt this regulariza-

tion scheme, in the footsteps of our previous work [7–9].

Let’s first consider the soft and soft-collinear sectors of Region 3. These consist in the

generalized soft thrust function S, properly subtracted, where the subtraction terms are

the left and right soft-collinear thrust functions YL,R. Each of these functions is integrated

over transverse momentum and all of them are rapidity regulated according to the Collins’

prescription. Naively, one may expect that the final combination still depends on thrust

as well as on the rapidity regulators. Instead, the whole dependence on the rapidity cut-

offs is washed away in the subtraction mechanism and the sole thrust is enough to take

into account all the rapidity divergences. This is elegantly expressed by the following

theorem [9]:

S (τ) =
S (τ, y1, y2)

YL (τ, y2) YR (τ, y1)
, (3.1)

where the l.h.s of the previous equation is the usual soft thrust function appearing in the

thrust-distributions of e+e− annihilation. The previous equation just reflects the fact that

any information regarding TMD effects vanishes in integrated quantities, provided that

they are correctly defined (i.e. properly subtracted). Notice that the intertwining between

thrust and y2 is always carried out as in Eq. (3.1), as all the regions share the same structure

in the backward hemisphere.

There are also cases where the intertwining between thrust and rapidity regulators

leads exactly to the opposite conclusion: the whole thrust-dependence disappears and only

rapidity regulators survive. This clearly applies only for combinations in the forward hemi-

sphere, hence regarding the intertwining between thrust and y1. Remarkably, this feature

allows to define a TMD Fragmentation Function in Region 1 and Region 2. In fact, consider

the (forward) soft-collinear and collinear sectors of these two regions. Collinear radiation is

captured by the low-PT generalized FJF Gasyh/j . This must be properly subtracted with the

soft-collinear term, embodied by the (right) soft-collinear thrust factor CR which brings

in the dependence on y1. Both these functions depend on thrust, but such dependence

does not survive the subtraction mechanism and the final result depends only on y1. Most

importantly, it coincides with a TMD FF, as expressed by the following theorem [9]:

D̃h/j (z, bT , y1) =
G̃asyh/j (z, bT , τ)

C̃R (z, bT , τ, y1)
, (3.2)

where the tilde denotes Fourier transformed quantities. Remarkably, this TMD FF is not

defined as usual, as it only involves collinear and soft-collinear sectors, leaving out any soft

physics effect. Hence, it can be re-casted as in Eq. (B.1). This does not undermines its

universality properties, as reviewed in Ref. [7] and discussed in Appendix B. Collins-Soper

(CS) evolution defines how the TMD FF above depends on the rapidity cut-off y1. The

other term of the cross-section carrying a dependence on y1 is the function accounting
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for soft radiation. Depending on whether this is relevant for TMD effects, the overall

y1-dependence in the final cross section has a difference fate.

If, as in Region 1, soft gluons are TMD-relevant, then the soft function evolves, with

respect to y1, exactly as the TMD FF in Eq. (3.2) but in the opposite direction. Therefore,

all the terms depending on y1 cancel among themselves in the final result and the limit in

which the rapidity cut-off is removed is trivial, just as in standard TMD factorization.

On the other hand, in Region 2 the soft gluons are not relevant for TMD effects. The

soft function cannot evolve as a TMD FF, if only because it is integrated over transverse

momentum. Therefore, in this case the combination of soft and collinear (subtracted)

radiation leaves out a dependence on y1, which must be considered as being large and

positive, ultimately infinite. But y1 is not the only rapidity regulator that survives in the

final combination, as the generalized soft thrust function keeps track of the thrust τ also

in the forward hemisphere. Hence, τ and y1 are both present in the final cross section

and both regularize the rapidity divergences. This suggests that there is a redundancy of

regulators, signaling that one can be expressed in terms of the other. In particular, the

rapidity cut-off y1 should be a function of thrust, such that when it is removed, also τ is

removed. In other words, the limit y1 →∞ should coincide with the limit τ → 0, or, more

specifically, u→∞ in the Laplace conjugate space of thrust3.

3.2 Rapidity regulator as a function of thrust

The intertwining between thrust and rapidity regulator is ultimately traced back to how

soft and soft-collinear sectors overlap each other: requesting a perfect cancellation of double

countings inevitably forces y1 to be tuned to the value where the range of soft transverse

momentum do actually coincide with the range of soft-collinear transverse momentum. In

fact, the generalized soft thrust function roughly constraint the total transverse momentum

as4 kT ≲ τ Qey1 , which translates in kT ≲ Qey1/uE in the Laplace conjugate space.

Here uE = ueγE , with γE being the Euler-Mascheroni constant. On the other hand, the

soft-collinear factor at the denominator of Eq. (B.1) roughly fixes its maximum size as

kT ≲ c1/bT , with c1 = 2e−γE . Equating this two upper limits makes the two ranges of

transverse momentum to coincide and the subtraction mechanism to work. The equation

implies:

y1 = Lu − Lb, (3.3)

where we have introduced Lu = log uE and Lb = log (bT Q/c1). Thus, y1 correctly diverges

as u becomes large. Notice that this estimate regards the limits of integration over trans-

verse momentum encountered in perturbative calculations and hence this argument is blind

3 Another clue regarding the mutual dependence between thrust and rapidity cut-off comes from a

simple kinematic argument [8]. In fact, since [6] PT ≤ z
√
τ Q, then the rapidity of the detected hadron is

naturally bounded from below by − log
√
τ , suggesting the relation y1 ∼ − log

√
τ , which satisfies the limits

of thrust and rapidity cut-off discussed above. This relation has been tested in a recent phenomenological

analysis [10] providing good agreement with BELLE data, but it lacks of a proper formal justification.
4At 1-loop the rapidity of the real gluon is y = log (kT /τQ) ≤ y1, which then constraints the transverse

momentum. At higher orders, the total transverse momentum is constrained similarly, as any correction to

its maximum size is suppressed in soft-collinear limit (large rapidities, low transverse momenta).
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to non-perturbative effects. This is manifest in the bT dependence of the rapidity cut-off,

which becomes negative, and even divergent, at large distances where non-perturbative

effects come into play. Later on, we will extend this solution also to the non-perturbative

regime.

This value of the rapidity cut-off is very special. Not only it allows for a proper

separation of the terms in the final result, but it is also a critical point of the factorized

cross section when regarded as a function of y1. In particular, it is its only minimum,

being the factorized cross section a convex function of the rapidity cut-off. We first prove

the property of convexity. Given that the first derivative of the (logarithm of the) cross

section with respect to y1 is the difference of the evolution kernels of the generalized

soft thrust function and the TMD FF, i.e. ĜR (u, y1) − K̃(bT ), the sign of the second

derivative corresponds to the slope of the right G-kernel ĜR with respect to y1. Following

Appendix C.1, the right G-kernel and the Collins-Soper kernel K̃ are basically the same

function, although evaluated at different argument. In particular, the former is obtained

by replacing bT with some (unknown) positive-definite monotonically increasing function

of c1 uE/Q e
−y1 , which coincides with identity at perturbative level. The slope of G̃R with

respect to y1 is thus opposite to the slope of K̃ with respect to bT , and this is known

to be negative. Confirmations are given both at perturbative level (the coefficients of

perturbative expansion are known up to four loops [19–22], and also in the non-perturbative

regime, where both phenomenological extractions [10, 23–31] and lattice computations

[32–36] agree on considering gK as a positive-definite monotonically increasing function of

bT . Therefore, ĜR must have a positive slope with respect to y1. This concludes the proof

that the factorized cross section is a convex function of the rapidity cut-off. The minimum

is found by imposing the vanishing of the first derivative of the factorized cross section

with respect to y1, which is equivalent to find the value of the rapidity cut-off that makes

the cross section CS-invariant. Neglecting non-perturbative effects, this corresponds to the

following condition:

Ĝ
(pert.)
R (aS(µ), LR) = K̃(pert.)(aS(µ), Lb) ↔ y

(pert.)
1 = Lu − Lb, (3.4)

where we used the fact that, at perturbative level, the right G-kernel is obtained from the

CS-kernel by replacing µb with µR = Qey1/uE .

As mentioned above, the solution y
(pert.)
1 coincides exactly with the condition of Eq. (3.3),

which was obtained by requiring that the subtraction of soft-collinear radiation perfectly

cancels the overlapping terms. The limitation of an approach based solely on perturba-

tive QCD is noticeable by the negative divergent behavior of the rapidity cut-off at large

distances, indicating a break down of the factorization itself. Consider however that any

factorization theorem obtained for Region 2 could never be extended at very large values of

bT , as this operation would be roughly equivalent to consider it at extremely low values of

PT , where another kinematics (Region 1) is supposed to describe the underlying physics of

SIAthr. Nevertheless, we anticipate that the inclusion of non-perturbative effects will have

a positive impact on the estimate of the rapidity cut-off, healing its unwelcomed negative

divergent behavior and replacing it with a constant. This will set a finite lower limit for
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u (and hence a minimum value of thrust) below which the factorization cannot be trust

anymore. The larger bT is, the more this limit will constrain the validity of the factoriza-

tion theorem at low PT . Ultimately, the very low transverse momentum behavior will be

described in terms of Region 2 only if the thrust is large enough. This agrees with physical

intuition: close to the exact 2-jet limit the whole phase space shrinks and its boundaries

become narrower and narrower.

In the following, we will show how to get an estimate of the rapidity cut-off that takes

into account the most possible amount of information regarding non-perturbative effects

and, in particular, that properly considers the impact of large distances. This is achieved

by solving the condition:

ĜR

(
aS(µ), LR; uE e

−y1
)
= K̃(aS(µ), Lb; bT ) (3.5)

outside its strict perturbative domain. This is emphasized by the arguments following the

semicolon in the functions appearing in the equation above, which are intended to represent

any dependence outside the logarithms get by perturbative computations. Extending the

conclusions obtained in perturbation theory, the solution of Eq. (3.5) will be that value

y1 of the rapidity cut-off that on one side allows for a perfect cancellation of the double

counting due to the soft-collinear overlap, and on the other coincides with the minimum

of the factorized cross section when regarded as a function of the rapidity regulator. The

first step consists in identify and isolate the non-perturbative effects associated to large

distances from the perturbative-dominated contributions in K̃. Following one of the most

common procedures of standard TMD factorization, we adopt the b⋆-prescription reviewed

in Appendix B. Next, we exploit the RG-invariance of Eq. (3.5) to evaluate both sides to

a convenient scale. Choosing µ = µ⋆b we get a double advantage. In fact, not only µ⋆b can

always be considered safely large enough to avoid the Landau pole (by construction) but,

since it is the reference scale for the evolution of the CS-kernel, it also allows to simplify the

r.h.s of Eq. (3.5) as much as possible. In particular, it becomes K̃|µ⋆
b
= K̃⋆(aS(µ

⋆
b))−gK(bT ),

where K̃⋆ and gK account for the perturbative and the non-perturbative effects of the CS-

kernel, respectively. The whole evolution mechanism has been relegated to the l.h.s., where

the scale changes from µR to µ⋆b in a perturbative-controlled way, being totally ruled by the

anomalous dimension γK . But the l.h.s also includes non-perturbative contributions, which

should be organized in a gK function as in K̃, in this case dependent on some combination

of c1uE/Qe
−y1 that replaces bT . Unfortunately, the exact functional form of the argument

of gK , and even of gK itself, is still unknown at present days. This prevents Eq. (3.5)

from being inverted exactly. Therefore, we have to introduce some sensible approximation.

First, notice that since gK behaves5 as ∼ b2T at low-bT , then the first non-perturbative

correction to ĜR must be at least of order O(e−2 y1). This is the same size of the terms

neglected in the factorization theorem because of the largeness of the rapidity cut-off.

Therefore, we could neglect all non-perturbative contributions to ĜR by simply advocating

the founding requirement y1 ≳ 0, which must be true also for the solution y1. However, we

5This behavior is strongly suggested by theory [37] and largely confirmed by most recent phenomeno-

logical extractions [10, 26–29, 31].
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prefer to impose a more stringent constraining assumption, requiring that the scale µR can

be considered large enough to be not affected by the Landau pole and hence suitable for

perturbative expansions. At perturbative level, this is consistent with the smallness of bT ,

as it can be easily checked from the solution obtained in Eq. (3.4). When non-perturbative

effects are considered, this request would correspond to have the lowest possible value of µR
of the same order of magnitude of c1/bMAX. Given these assumptions, we can expand the

l.h.s of Eq. (3.5) to the leading power of y1, as this is the same approximation holding for

rapidity cut-offs dependent terms in factorization theorems. This step requires to express

the strong coupling at scale µR in terms of aS(µ
⋆
b) and the approximation is valid as long

as 2β0 aS(µ
⋆
b) logµ

⋆
b/µR = 2β0 aS(µ

⋆
b) (Lu − Lb⋆ − y1) ≲ 1. Eq. (3.5) becomes:

γ
[1]
K

2β0
log (1− 2β0 aS(µ

⋆
b) (Lu − Lb⋆ − y1)) +O

(
1

y1

)
+

suppressed

non-pert.

terms of ĜR

= K̃|µ⋆
b
, (3.6)

which can now be inverted to find the solution y1, valid under the assumptions discussed

above. We obtain:

y1 = Lu − Lb⋆

1 +
1− e

2β0

γ
[1]
K

(K̃⋆(aS(µ
⋆
b ))−gK(bT ))

2β0 aS(µ⋆b)Lb⋆

 , (3.7)

that generalizes the result of Eq. (3.3). In this regard, notice that the low-bT expansion of

the solution above matches with the perturbative estimate y
(pert.)
1 of the rapidity cut-off.

In fact, letting gK to behave as ∼ g2b2T +O(b4T ) at small bT , y1 can be expanded as:

y1 = y
(pert.)
1 +O

(
aS(µb);

b2T
aS(µb)

;
b2T
b2MAX

)
. (3.8)

On the other hand, notice how y1 may become negative at large-bT , but never diver-

gent. This shows that the non-perturbative effects associated to large distances have been

properly taken into account in solving Eq. (3.5).

The assumptions on which the solution y1 relies induce constraints both on the domain

of validity of the factorization theorem of Region 2 and also on the large-bT behavior of

the Collins-Soper kernel. In particular, how far the physics described by Region 2 can

be extended at low PT and large values of thrust depends significantly on if gK has an

asymptotic divergent behavior or if instead it saturates to a certain constant g0 > 0 in

the limit bT →∞. For simplicity, let’s define the term into round brackets in Eq. (3.7) as

α(bT , bMAX). Then, requiring the rapidity cut-off to be large and positive sets a condition

relating u and bT , consequently extended also to their conjugate variables τ and qT = PT /z.

We have:

y1 > 0 ⇒ uE >

(
b⋆T (bMAX)Q

c1

)α(bT ,bMAX)

≡ uMIN
E (bT , bMAX). (3.9)

As long this condition is satisfied, the errors associated with the factorization of Region

2 are under control. More specifically, the lower uMIN
E is, the more the constraint on the
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positivity of the rapidity cut-off does not prevent the factorization to be pushed to lower

values of the thrust. At small bT , the inequality above becomes uE ≳ bT Q/c1, as expected

perturbatively. Thus, uMIN
E vanishes at short distances, implying that the factorization is

not constrained by Eq. (3.9) at large transverse momentum, regardless of the value of the

thrust. Nevertheless, the applicability of R2 factorization at large transverse momentum

must still take into account that the larger qT becomes, the more the kinematics typical

of Region 3 becomes dominant, as well as the more the thrust decreases, the more the

contributions associated to higher order topologies have to be considered. Besides these

considerations, the positivity of the rapidity cut-off does not provide any hints about where

a description of the data in terms of Region 2 cease to be valid at large qT .

The behavior of uMIN
E is more constraining at large distances . Here, the positivity of

the rapidity cut-off is not ineffective and it indeed provides valuable information about the

description of data at low qT , in terms of the kinematics of the central kinematic region.

This limit strongly depends on the large-bT behavior of gK :

uMIN
E (bT , bMAX)

bT→∞→
(
bMAXQ

c1

)αasy(g0)

, with αasy(g0) = 1 +
1−A1 e

− 2β0

γ
[1]
K

g0

A2
, (3.10)

where logA1 = 2β0/γ
[1]
K K̃⋆

∣∣∣
bMAX

and A2 = 2β0 aS(c1/bMAX) log (bMAXQ/c1) are constants

depending on Q, bMAX and the perturbative accuracy. At Q ≈ 10 GeV and bMAX ≈ 1

GeV−1, their values are A1 ≈ 1 and A2 ≈ 0.8. As a general feature, the value of uMIN
E

increases as bT gets larger and larger. Therefore, the size of the errors of the factorization

of Region 2 increases as well at low transverse momentum. This is totally consistent with

the kinematics of SIAthr, as the lower is qT , the more the kinematics of Region 1 becomes

dominant. In other words, we should not expect to use the factorized cross section obtained

in the central kinematic region at very small transverse momentum. Nevertheless, the size

of such errors explicitly depends on the behavior of the Collins-Soper kernel at large bT . In

fact, since αasy(g0) < αasy(∞), uMIN
E tends to a lower limit if gK is assumed to saturate at

large distances instead of diverging. If the thrust is sufficiently large, such different limit

might be not relevant. However, for moderate-high values of T the description of the data

at low qT might benefit of a model in which gK does saturate at large bT , as this case would

be associated with smaller errors of factorization. The same suggestion is enforced by the

other (two) assumptions that have been imposed to obtain the solution in Eq. (3.7). In

particular, we have assumed that the scale µR can be considered large enough to avoid the

influence of the Landau pole. This condition is satisfied if µR ≈ c1/bMAX at large bT , which

means:

µR
bT→∞→ Q1−αasy(g0)

(
c1
bMAX

)αasy(g0)

≈ c1
bMAX

⇒ αasy(g0) ≈ 1 (3.11)

By inspecting the explicit expression for αasy in Eq. (3.10), a finite g0 pushes the constraint

above in right direction. Moreover, the approximation of ĜR at leading power of y1 is

based on the requirement:

2β0 aS(µ
⋆
b) (Lu − Lb⋆ − y1) ≲ 1

bT→∞⇒ e
− 2β0

γ
[1]
K

g0
≳ 0, (3.12)
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which is automatically satisfied for any value of bT if g0 is finite.

All these considerations suggest that g0 <∞ improves the accuracy of the factorization

of Region 2 at low transverse momentum. More generally, they confirm that the behavior

of the Collins-Soper kernel at large distances crucially affects the physics of SIAthr at low

transverse momentum. This is extremely relevant for present days studies on TMD physics.

In fact, phenomenological analyses based on standard TMD factorization and in particular

on extractions from SIDIS and (especially) Drell-Yan data seem to be very sensitive to

the low/moderate bT behavior of gK , but almost blind to its large distance asymptotic.

The process of SIAthr, specifically in its central kinematic region, would then play a pivotal

role in global phenomenological analyses, offering a totally new tool to investigate the non-

perturbative properties of the CS-kernel. Furthermore, despite there have been theoretical

arguments in the past in favor of a constant limit[37] of gK , most modern TMD phe-

nomenological analyses opt for a divergent behavior, ranging from sublinear [10, 30, 31] to

quartic power [25]. In this regard, the considerations above regarding the relation between

the asymptote of the CS-kernel and the errors associated with the factorization of SIAthr

in the central kinematic region can be considered as a novel insight from the theoretical

perspective, in favor of saturation models. We will present in Section 6 a phenomenological

analysis that exploits a non-diverging gK , showing how this choice leads to an extremely

good agreement with experimental data.

We conclude this Section by showing how the solution y1 obtained for the rapidity cut-

off agrees with the kinematic boundaries of SIAthr (see footnote on Pag. 10). This follows

by expressing y1 in thrust-space. However, a direct inverse Laplace transform would lead

to the plus distribution (1/τ)+ instead of a function. Thus, we express the rapidity cut-off

in the Laplace conjugate space in terms of ζ = Q2 e−2 y1 . This is the common variable used

to express Collins-Soper evolution in standard TMD factorization. The inverse Laplace

transform of this new variable gives:

ζ = Q2 e−2 y1 LT−1

⇒ ξ = τ Q2 e−2γE

(
b⋆T (bMAX)Q

c1

)−α(bT ,bMAX)

. (3.13)

We might then define the following rapidity cut-off in thrust space as the logarithm of the

quantity above:

Y 1 = −
1

2
log

ξ

Q2
= − log

√
τ +

log-bT
terms

. (3.14)

Therefore, the sole kinematic argument misses all the bT -dependent corrections to the

rapidity cut-off. This is important for the comparison with previous works on this sub-

ject [8, 10], where the kinematic argument is assumed to be valid and the whole correlation

between thrust and transverse momentum induced by the rapidity cut-off is neglected.

Notice, however, that all the considerations on the size of the rapidity cut-off only hold for

y1 in the Laplace conjugate space and they should not extended straightforwardly to Y 1

as defined in Eq. (3.14).
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4 Factorization theorem in the central region

In this Section we present our final result for the factorization theorem in Region 2 of

SIAthr. In the previous Section, all kind of radiation contributing to this kinematics have

been identified and organized, as schematically presented in Eq. (2.1). As widely discussed

above, the factorized cross section must be evaluated at the very special value of the rapidity

cut-off obtained in Eq. (3.7) as a solution of the condition of Eq. (3.5). This corresponds

to the minimum of the cross section regarded as a function of the rapidity regulator and

it is the only value of y1 that truly factorizes all terms in Region 2, as it avoids the double

counting induced by the soft-collinear overlapping. Exploiting the evolution equations

associated to the various contributing terms of the factorization theorem, the cross section

is re-casted in a form suitable for applying resummation, both on thrust (logs of u) and on

transverse momentum (logs of bT ), at the desired accuracy. This will be the final result,

ready for the phenomenological applications.

The computation starts from Eq. (2.1) and it is conveniently carried out in the Laplace-

Fourier conjugate space of thrust and transverse momentum. Without specifying any

specific value for the rapidity cut-off and using Eq. (3.2) to express the subtracted collinear

radiation contribution in terms of a TMD FF, the factorization theorem reads as:

dσR2(y1)

dz du d2⃗bT
= σBNC

∑
j

e2j |H|2 (aS(µ), logµ/Q) Ĵ (aS(µ), LJ)

× Ŝ (aS(µ), LS , LL, LR; u)

ŶL (aS(µ), LL)
D̃h/j

(
aS(µ), z, bT ,Lb, log

√
ζ/µ; bT

)
, (4.1)

where we have explicitly shown the overall multiplying constants and all the details of the

functions’ arguments. Next, we use the evolution equations of each of the terms appearing

in the equation above. The RG-invariance is automatically satisfied, as the sum γH + γJ −
1/2 γK y1 + 1/2 γS + γD ≡ 0 vanishes for any value of the rapidity cut-off. After some

manipulation, the factorization theorem can be re-casted as a product of three factors:

dσR2(y1)

dz du d2⃗bT
= σB NC

∑
j

e2j

[
Fu (u)× Fcorr. (u, bT , y1)× D̃h/j(z, bT )

∣∣∣µ=Q
y1=0

.

]
(4.2)

The last factor is the (unpolarized) TMD FF evaluated at the same scales at which it

is usually evaluated in standard TMD factorization. However, here it is crucially defined

differently, following the factorization definition instead of the commonly used square root

definition [7]. In particular, the TMD FF appearing in the equation above is totally freed

by any non-perturbative soft contamination. A comprehensive review on how to compute

the TMD FF by merging its non-perturbative core, associated with the non-perturbative

effects genuinely produced by the transverse momentum of the detected hadron, with its

perturbative behavior at small distances can be found in Appendix B.

The first factor Fu depends solely on u and it is strictly related to the thrust distribution

of full inclusive e+e− annihilation (fIAthr), widely studied in the past [38–43]. In fact, it is
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given by:

Fu (u) =

(
H, Ĵ , Ŝ/ŶL
at ref. scales

)
exp

{∫ Q

µJ

dµ′

µ′
γJ
(
aS(µ

′), L′
J

)
+

1

2

∫ Q

µS

dµ′

µ′
γS
(
aS(µ

′), L′
S

)}
,

(4.3)

where the exponent in the equation above matches exactly with half of the analogue evolu-

tion factor in fIAthr. On the other hand, in the first terms all the logarithmic dependence

has been killed by setting the scales at their reference values, i.e. µ = Q in the hard

function, µ = µJ in the jet thrust function, µ = µS and y1,2 = 0 in the left-subtracted

generalized soft thrust function. The result is:(
H, Ĵ , Ŝ/ŶL
at ref. scale

)
= |H|2 (aS(Q), 0) Ĵ (aS(µJ), 0)

Ŝ (aS(µS), 0, 0, 0; u)
ŶL (aS(µS), 0)

. (4.4)

Notice that the evaluation at the reference scales does not affect any eventual extra-

logarithimic u-dependence. Such dependence signals the presence of non-perturbative

effects genuinely associated with thrust and becoming manifest close to the 2-jet limit

τ → 0. As long as these effects can be neglected, Eq. (4.4) can be expanded in powers of

aS and the issue associated to µJ and µS approaching the Landau pole can be handled

by the sole resummation. However, it is reasonable to expect that describing data at very

high thrust requires the inclusion of a non-perturbative function fNP(τ) that takes over

the resummation when T ≲ 1. Assuming that the generalized soft thrust function has the

same non-perturbative asymptotic behavior of the usual soft thrust function at large values

of u, a phenomenological analysis could exploit the non-perturbative models investigated

and used in past studies of fIAthr. Some examples of how to include such non-perturbative

effects can be found in Refs. [44–51]

These strong similarities with the very well-known case of full inclusive e+e− annihi-

lation make the resummation of the factor Fu particularly simple. In fact, borrowing the

results obtained in fIAthr and combining them with the considerations above, at next-to-

next-to-next leading log (NNLL) we have:

Fu (u) =
(
1 + aS(Q)H [1]

)
exp

{
Lu g1(λu) + g2(λu) +

1

Lu
g3(λu)

}
, (4.5)

where λu = β0 aS(Q)Lu and the functions gi are:

g1(λ) = −
γ
[1]
K

8β0 λ
((1− 2λ) log (1− 2λ)− 2(1− λ) log (1− λ)) , (4.6a)

g2(λ) = −
γ
[1]
K

16β20

β1
β0

(
2 log (1− 2λ) + log2 (1− 2λ)− 4 log (1− λ)− 2 log2 (1− λ)

)
+
γ
[2]
K

8β20
(log (1− 2λ)− 2 log (1− λ))−

γ
[1]
J

2β0
log (1− λ), (4.6b)

g3(λ) = −
γ
[1]
K λ

8β30

β21
β20

(
λ2

(1− 2λ) (1− λ)

(
1 +

β0 β2
β21

)
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+
log (1− 2λ)

1− 2λ

(
2λ+ (1− 2λ)

β0 β2
β21

)
+

log2 (1− 2λ)

2(1− 2λ)
− 2 [2λ↔ λ]

)

+
γ
[2]
K

8β30

β1
β0

λ

(1− 2λ) (1− λ)
(
3λ2 + (1− λ) log (1− 2λ)− 2(1− 2λ) log (1− λ)

)
−
γ
[3]
K

8β30

λ3

(1− 2λ) (1− λ)
−
γ
[1]
J

2β20

β1
β0

λ

1− λ
(λ+ log (1− λ)) +

γ
[2]
J

2β20

λ2

1− λ

+
γ
[2]
S

2β20

λ2

1− 2λ
+
J [1]

β0

λ

1− λ
+
S[1]

β0

λ

1− 2λ
, (4.6c)

where all anomalous dimensions and constant terms can be found in Appendices.

Finally, the factor Fcorr. encodes the correlation between u and bT , as well as the whole

dependence on the rapidity cut-off. It encodes the very spirit of factorization in Region 2,

as this highly non-trivial correlation is primarily induced by the special mechanism that

intertwines the rapidity regulator with thrust and transverse momentum, as described in

Section 3.2. It is given by:

Fcorr. (u, bT , y1) = exp

{
1

2
Φ(µS , µR)

}
, (4.7)

where the function Φ(µ1, µ2) is defined as:

Φ(µ1, µ2) =

∫ µ2

µ1

dµ′

µ′

(
ĝ(aS(µ

′))− γK(aS(µ
′)) log

µ′

µ1

)
− log

µ2
µ1

K̃(bT )
∣∣∣
µ=µ2

(4.8)

and it has the properties:

Φ(µ1, µ2) = −Φ(µ2, µ1), (4.9a)

Φ(µ1, µ2) = Φ(µ1, µ0) + Φ(µ0, µ1), (4.9b)

∂Φ(µ0, µR)

∂y1
= ĜR(u, y1) + K̃(bT ) ⇒ ∂Φ(µ0, µR)

∂y1

∣∣∣∣
y1

≡ 0. (4.9c)

In the last equation we have applied the condition for the rapidity cut-off found in Eq. (3.5),

which solution is y1 obtained in Eq. (3.7). Using these properties, the correlation factor

can be re-casted as:

Fcorr. (u, bT , y1) = exp

{
1

2
Φ(µS , Q)

}
exp

{
−1

2
Φ(µ⋆b , Q)

}
exp

{
−1

2
Φ(µR, µ

⋆
b)

}
. (4.10)

The integrations involved in the first two exponentials depend now solely on u and bT , re-

spectively, making the resummation of thrust and transverse momentum simpler and more

transparent. Before dealing with it, consider first the last exponential, which deserves a

different treatment compared to the other two. In fact, this is where the whole dependence

on y1 is encoded. It must be treated following the same procedure that we have applied

when we solved the condition for the rapidity cut-off of Eq. (3.5), by isolating and con-

sidering the leading power of y1 according to the hypotheses that the rapidity cut-off is

large and positive y1 ≳ 0, enough to have the scale µR far from the Landau pole and such
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that the condition 2β0 aS(µ
⋆
b) logµ

⋆
b/µR ≲ 1 is satisfied. The resummation of thrust and

transverse momentum has to be pursued only after that the rapidity cut-off dependence

has been properly organized. This is consistent with the priority that has the rapidity

cut-off dependence at the very core of the factorization procedure, where the asymptotic

limit of large y1 has precedence even with respect to the limit on the spacetime dimension

D → 4 in perturbative calculations. Given all such considerations, the last exponent of

Eq. (3.5) is written as:

Φ(µR, µ
⋆
b) = (Lu − Lb⋆ − y1)

(
−
γ
[1]
K

2β0

(
1 +

1− x
x

log (1− x)
)
− K̃(bT )

∣∣∣
µ=µ⋆

b

)
, (4.11)

where x = 2β0 aS(µ
⋆
b) (Lu − Lb⋆ − y1). It can be readily checked that first derivative

of the above result vanishes when it is evaluated at y1 = y1. We have neglected any

correction suppressed by O(1/y1) and the non-perturbative contributions to ĜR, as in

Eq. (3.6). More precisely, the first neglected term is suppressed by O(1/(Lu − Lb⋆ − y1)).
On the solution y1, this corresponds to a suppressed correction of order O(L−1

b⋆ ). Therefore,

the resummation of the bT -dependence is automatically cut out at NLL accuracy by the

leading power approximation applied to the rapidity cut-off dependence. Keeping higher

order corrections of 1/y1 would allow to extend the resummation of the logarithms Lb⋆

beyond NLL. However, in that case Eq. (3.5) could not be solved analytically. For this

reason, we will not include terms higher than NLL for the bT -dependence in the overall

exponent of the factorized cross section. Such considerations are particularly relevant if

the resummation of bT -depedence is treated on an equal footing with the u-dependence.

In fact, the b⋆-prescription prevents the logarithms Lb⋆ to be larger than ∼ log (Q/GeV).

This mechanism is absent in the u-dependent terms and resumming the logarithms Lu

is necessary to describe as far as possible the behavior of the cross section when they

become large. Therefore, perturbative calculations of bT -dependent contributions cannot

be spoiled by large divergent logarithms of bT , ultimately making the fixed order sensible

and numerically close to the resummed expression. Nevertheless, we will adopt a very

common strategy, expressing bT -dependent quantities by re-organizing the perturbative

expansion in powers of Lb⋆ . Clearly, the TMD FF appearing in the factorized cross section

in Eq. (4.2) should be consider at the same NLL-accuracy for consistency. We can now

proceed to evaluate Eq. (4.11) on the solution y1 = y1:

Φ(µR, µ
⋆
b)|y1=y1

= B (gK(bT )) (Lb⋆ r1(λ
⋆
b) + r2(λ

⋆
b)) , (4.12)

where λ⋆b = 2β0 aS(Q)Lb⋆ and the functions ri and the factor B are defined as:

r1(λ) =
1− λ
λ

, (4.13a)

r2(λ) =
1

2β0
log (1− λ)β1

β0
; (4.13b)

B (gK(bT )) = gK(bT )−
γ
[1]
K

2β0

(
1− e

− 2β0

γ
[1]
K

gK(bT )
)
. (4.13c)
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Notice that keeping only the leading power of the rapidity cut-off makes the u-dependence

of the solution y1 to be totally irrelevant for the exponent in Eq. (4.11). Moreover, notice

that the B-factor vanishes for gK → 0, i.e. at small bT . This is indeed a non-perturbative

correction to the transverse momentum dependence not brought by the TMD FF.

The other source of bT -dependence in the correlation factor in Eq. (4.10) comes from

the second exponent. Following the same procedure adopted for the previous contribution,

it can be written as:

Φ(µ⋆b , Q) = Lb⋆ (h1(λ
⋆
b)− κ1(λ⋆b) + gK(bT )) + h2(λ

⋆
b)− κ2(λ⋆b). (4.14)

The functions κi define the Collins-Soper kernel at NLL:

K̃(bT )
∣∣∣
µ=Q

= κ1(λ
⋆
b) +

1

Lb⋆
κ2(λ

⋆
b)− gK(bT ), (4.15)

with:

κ1(λ) =
γ
[1]
K

2β0
log (1− λ), (4.16a)

κ2(λ) =
γ
[1]
K

4β20

β1
β0

λ2

1− λ

(
1 +

log (1− λ)
λ

)
−
γ
[2]
K

4β20

λ2

1− λ
; (4.16b)

On the other hand, the functions hi are given by:

h1(λ) = −
γ
[1]
K

2β0

(
1 +

1− λ
λ

log (1− λ)
)
, (4.17a)

h2(λ) = −
γ
[1]
K

4β20

β1
β0

(
λ+ log (1− λ) + 1

2
log2 (1− λ)

)
+
γ
[2]
K

4β20
(λ+ log (1− λ)) . (4.17b)

Notice that the function gK appearing into Eq. (4.14) represents another non-perturbative

contribution to the transverse momentum distribution not brought by the TMD FF.

Finally, we have to organize the power of Lu and Lb⋆ in the first exponent of Eq. (4.10).

Unlike the resummation of the bT -dependence, there are no constraints for the minimum

allowed power of Lu. Therefore, the thrust dependence will be resummed up to NNLL.

This leads to:

Φ(µS , Q) = Lu (h1(2λu)− κ1(λ⋆b) + gK(bT )) + h2(2λu)−
2λu
λ⋆b

κ2(λ
⋆
b) +

1

Lu
h3(2λu),

(4.18)

where the only function not encountered yet is h3, defined as:

h3(λ) = −
γ
[1]
K

8β30

β21
β20

λ3

2(1− λ)

(
1 +

1 + (1− λ)
λ

β0β2
β21

+ 2
log (1− λ)

λ

(
1 +

1− λ
λ

β0β2
β21

+
1

2

log (1− λ)
λ

))
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+
γ
[2]
K

8β30

β1
β0

λ2

1− λ

(
1 + (1− λ)

2
+ λ+

log (1− λ)
λ

)
−

γ
[3]
K

16β30

λ3

1− λ
+
ĝ[2]

4β20

λ2

1− λ
. (4.19)

Again, the function gK in Eq. (4.18) encodes (the last) non-perturbative bT -dependent

contribution not brought by the TMD FF.

Combining all these results together, the correlation factor Fcorr. evaluated on the

solution y1 is written as:

Fcorr.(u, bT , y1)|y1=y1
= exp

{
Lum1(λu, λ

⋆
b ; bT ) +m2(λu, λ

⋆
b) +

1

Lu
m3(λu)

}
exp {Lb⋆ n1(λ

⋆
b ; bT ) + n2(λ

⋆
b ; bT )} . (4.20)

In this way, the NNLL resummation of Lu and the NLL resummation of Lb⋆ is transparent.

The functions mi and ni are the combinations:

m1(λu, λ
⋆
b ; bT ) =

1

2
(h1(2λu)− κ1(λ⋆b) + gK(bT )) , (4.21a)

m2(λu, λ
⋆
b) =

1

2
h2(2λu)−

λu
λ⋆b
κ2(λ

⋆
b), (4.21b)

m3(λu) =
1

2
h3(2λu); (4.21c)

and:

n1(λ
⋆
b ; bT ) = −

1

2
(h1(λ

⋆
b)− κ1(λ⋆b) + gK(bT ) +B (gK(bT )) r1(λ

⋆
b)) , (4.22a)

n2(λ
⋆
b ; bT ) = −

1

2
(h2(λ

⋆
b)− κ2(λ⋆b) +B (gK(bT )) r2(λ

⋆
b)) . (4.22b)

where the functions hi have been collected in Eqs. (4.17) and (4.19), the functions κi
in Eqs. (4.16), while the functions ri and the coefficient B can be found in Eqs. (4.13).

Now we possess all the necessary ingredients to write the factorized cross section in the

Laplace-Fourier conjugate space at NNLL-accuracy in u and NLL-accuracy in bT . This

reads as:

dσR2

dz du d2⃗bT
= σB NC

∑
j

e2j

(
1 + aS(Q)H [1]

)
× exp {Lb⋆ n1(λ

⋆
b ; bT ) + n2(λ

⋆
b ; bT )} D̃NLL

h/j (z, bT )
∣∣∣µ=Q
y1=0

× exp

{
Lu f1(λu, λ

⋆
b ; bT ) + f2(λu, λ

⋆
b) +

1

Lu
f3(λu)

}
, (4.23)

where dσR2 ≡ dσR2(y1)|y1=y1 . Notice that only the last line is relevant for the thrust

resummation and hence for the inverse Laplace transform. The functions fi simply collect

all the u-dependent terms:

f1(λu, λ
⋆
b ; bT ) = g1(λu) +m1(λu, λ

⋆
b ; bT ), (4.24a)

f2(λu, λ
⋆
b) = g2(λu) +m2(λu, λ

⋆
b), (4.24b)
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f3(λu) = g3(λu) +m3(λu). (4.24c)

where the functions gi have been collected in Eqs. (4.6) and the functions mi in Eqs. (4.21).

The inverse Laplace transform can be carried out analytically up to the desired logarithm-

accuracy [39, 43]. This is an undeniable advantage for estimating the cross-section in thrust

space, as the numerical computation is extremely hard because of the highly oscillating

nature of the integrand. The analytic inversion is conveniently performed on the cumulative

thrust distribution R, which is obtained by integrating the cross section in thrust space up

to a certain τMAX ≡ ω. At NNLL the result reads as:

R(z, ω, bT ) = σB NC

∑
j

e2j

(
1 + aS(Q)H [1]

)
× exp {Lb⋆ n1(λ

⋆
b ; bT ) + n2(λ

⋆
b ; bT )} D̃NLL

h/j (z, bT )
∣∣∣µ=Q
y1=0

× (1 + aS(Q)C1) exp

{
Lf1(•) + f eff.

2 (•) + 1

L
f eff.
3 (◦)

}
1

Γ (1− γ1(•))

{
1+

+
1

L

[
(γ2(◦) + γE ρ1(λ))ψ0 (1− γ1(•)) +

1

2
ρ1(λ)

(
ψ2
0 (1− γ1(•))− ψ1 (1− γ1(•))

)]}
,

(4.25)

where L = − logω and λ = β0aS(Q)L. The symbol • in the functions’s arguments stay for

the dependence on λ, λ⋆b ; bT , while the symbol ◦ represents the argument λ, λ⋆b . We have

introduced the functions γi:

γ1(λ, λ
⋆
b ; bT ) = f1(λ, λ

⋆
b ; bT ) + λ

∂

∂λ
f1(λ, λ

⋆
b ; bT )

=
1

2
gK(bT ) +

γ
[1]
K

4β0
(2 log (1− 2λ)− log (1− λ)− log (1− λ⋆b)) , (4.26a)

γ2(λ, λ
⋆
b) = λ

∂

∂λ
f2(λ, λ

⋆
b ; bT )

=
γ
[1]
K

4β20

β1
β0

(
λ

(
1

(1− λ) (1− 2λ)
−

1 + log (1− λ⋆b)
(1− λ⋆b)

)

+
2λ

1− 2λ
log (1− 2λ)− λ

1− λ
log (1− λ)

)

+
γ
[2]
K

4β20
λ

(
1

1− λ⋆b
+

1

1− λ
− 2

1− 2λ

)
+
γ
[1]
J

2β0

λ

1− λ
; (4.26b)

the function ρ1:

ρ1(λ) = λ
∂

∂λ
γ1(λ, λ

⋆
b ; bT ) =

γ
[1]
K

4β0
λ

(
1

1− λ
− 4

1− 2λ

)
; (4.27)

and the functions f eff.
2 and f eff.

3 , which play the role of effective NLL and NNLL term in the

exponent, respectively:

f eff.
2 (λ, λ⋆b ; bT ) = f2(λ, λ

⋆
b) + γE γ1(λu, λ

⋆
b ; bT ), (4.28a)
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f eff.
3 (λ, λ⋆b) = f3(λ) + γE γ2(λu, λ

⋆
b) +

1

2
γ2E ρ1(λ)−

λ

β0
C1. (4.28b)

The subtraction of the term involving the constant C1 ensures that f eff.
3 starts its pertur-

bative expansion from O(a2S × logs). It is given by:

C1 =
1

2
γE

(
γ
[1]
J −

3

4
γE γ

[1]
K

)
. (4.29)

The cross section in thrust space is then simply obtained as the derivative of R with respect

to ω and evaluating the result on ω = 1−T . The Fourier transform on bT finally gives the

factorized cross section resummed at NNLL in thrust and NLL in tranverse momentum:

dσR2

dz dT d2P⃗T

= −σB NC

1− T
∑
j

e2j

(
1 + aS(Q)H [1]

)
×
∫

d2⃗bT
(2π)2

ei⃗bT ·P⃗T /z exp {Lb⋆ n1(λ
⋆
b ; bT ) + n2(λ

⋆
b ; bT )} D̃NLL

h/j (z, bT )
∣∣∣µ=Q
y1=0

× (1 + aS(Q)C1) exp

{
Lf1(•) + f eff.

2 (•) + 1

L
f eff.
3 (◦)

}
× 1

Γ (1− γ1(•))

{
γ1(•) +

1

L

[
ρ1(λ)ψ0 (1− γ1(•)) + γ2(◦) (1 + γ1(•)ψ0 (1− γ1(•)))

+
1

2
γ1(•)ρ1(λ)

(
ψ2
0 (1− γ1(•)) + 2γE ψ0 (1− γ1(•))− ψ1 (1− γ1(•))

) )]}
. (4.30)

For reference, Eq. (E.1) contains the hard coefficient H [1], the functions ni have been pre-

sented in Eqs. (4.22), while all the ingredients required to build the TMD FF at NLL have

been collected in Appendix B, the functions fi can be found in Eqs. (4.24) and (4.28), the

functions γi are shown in Eqs. (4.26) and finally the function ρ1 is obtained from Eq. (4.27).

Unlike the inverse Laplace tranform, the analytic inversion of the Fourier transform is ex-

tremely difficult to be performed analytically, because the TMD FF involves the collinear

FFs (see Eq. (B.13)) which are implemented as grids of numbers rather than as closed

analytical expressions. In conclusion, we will rely on the result above for phenomenological

analyses.

5 Matching regions

In this section, we explore the transition from the Region 2 (the “bulk” of the phase space)

to the Region 3 (one of the boundaries of the phase space). Given the kinematic structure

of Region 2 as described in Section 2, the only sector that may allow to devise a smooth

matching would necessarily correspond to forward soft-collinear radiation. Keeping fixed

the definition of soft and collinear contributions, we now interpret soft-collinear gluons as

TMD-irrelevant. Therefore, they do not produce any significant transverse deviation to the

detected hadron, having the same role that they play in Region 3. The following forward

radiation scheme represents the current situation:
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soft soft-collinear collinear

R1 TMD-relevant TMD-relevant TMD-relevant

R2 TMD-irrelevant TMD-relevant TMD-relevant

M2,3 TMD-irrelevant TMD-irrelevant TMD-relevant

R3 TMD-irrelevant TMD-irrelevant TMD-relevant

where we labeled as M2,3 the matching region allowing the transition from Region 2 to

Region 3. Notice that its kinematics is almost indistinguishable from that of Region 3. The

(right) soft-collinear thrust function YR, reviewed in Appendix C.2, describes the forward

soft-collinear gluons in both regions. The only difference is in the contribution associated

with collinear radiation, which is a generalized FJF in both cases but approximated at

low-PT in M2,3. In this regard, consider again how we have defined Region 2 in Section 2.

Solving the ambiguity of the role of soft-collinear radiation in Region 2 by associating to it

the kinematic structure ofM2,3 would have lead to a scheme representing just two kinematic

regions, R1 and R3, with R2 being relevant only for matching purposes. However, relying

on this interpretation leads to an incomplete picture of the kinematic structure of the whole

process. In fact, in this case Region 2 and Region 3 would have shared strong similarities,

in striking contrast with the sharp differences with Region 1. Therefore, it would be quite

unclear to determine what actually are the matched regions: while R3 is surely involved,

R1 seems to be too far to be affected. In other words, while the limit R3 → R2 would

follow naturally from the low-PT approximation of the generalized FJF, the limit R1 → R2

would be much more obscure6. Such issues would reflect an unpleasant asymmetry of the

physics of SIAthr strongly enforcing our definition of Region 2 as the proper description of

the “bulk” of the phase space of the process.

Remarkably, factorization does hold in the matching region M2,3, which is a totally

new and fascinating feature: matching prescriptions are usually required to join different

factorization theorems associated to different kinematic regions, but they never rely on a

sound and solid factorization theorem. In contrast, in M2,3 the cross section factorizes as

follows:

dσM2,3 ∼ H J
S

YL YR
Gh/j , (5.1)

where we omitted any finer detail as in Eq. (2.1) for clarity of explanation. The combination

of soft and soft-collinear terms results in the usual soft thrust function, as follows from

the theorem in Eq. (3.1). In contrast to the Region 2, the hadronization process in the

matching region is not described by a TMD FF. However, further manipulations in the

Laplace-Fourier conjugate space allow to rearrange the terms as if a proper TMD FF

contributed to the final result. This is simply achieved by multiplying and dividing the

6In Ref. [6] the authors propose to match R1 to R2 (there defined as M2,3) through the fixed order of

perturbative QCD, naively as R1 → F.O. → R2. Besides the formal correctness of such procedure (all

the regions must be recovered from full QCD within some approximation), it automatically cuts off all the

non-perturbative contributions of both regions, which are most likely relevant for matching.
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factorized cross section by the soft-collinear thrust factor CR and exploiting the theorem

presented in Eq. (3.2). The factorized cross section in Laplace-Fourier space reads as:

dσRM2,3

dz du d2⃗bT
= σBNC

∑
j

e2j H (aS(µ), logµ/Q) Ĵ (aS(µ), LJ)

× Ŝ (aS(µ), LS ; u)
˜̂CR (aS(µ),Lb, LR;u, bT ) D̃h/j

(
aS(µ), z, bT ,Lb, log

√
ζ/µ; bT

)
. (5.2)

Notice that the combination CRDh/j is naturally CS-invariant and there is no left over

dependence on the rapidity regulator (see also Appendix D). This reflects the fact that in

the matching region the sole thrust is sufficient for dealing with rapidity divergences, or,

in other words, that in this case rapidity divergences are naturally regulated by the thrust.

Crucially, the theorem above coincides with the result obtained in the SCET formalism

for the kinematic region there identified as Region 2. This can be readily checked by

comparing our result in Eq. (5.2) with the factorization theorem presented in Eq. (2.21)

of Ref. [6]: the two formulae coincide. This constitutes a very important step forward the

understanding of SIAthr. Our formalism, based on the Collins factorization procedure, not

only is able to recover the result obtained in the effective theory, but is also properly frames

it into the whole kinematic structure of the process. In particular, we do not consider it

as the description of the core of the “bulk” of the phase space, but instead as the bridge

that links it to one of its external edges, namely the Region 3. While Eq. (5.2) cannot be

used for direct extraction of TMD FFs, because they are not really contributing to it, this

factorization theorem would be incredibly helpful for constraining the non-perturbative

content of the generalized FJFs. In fact, the matching condition with Region 3 requires:

˜̂Gh/j (z, bT , u) large−−→
bT

˜̂CR (bT , u; y1) D̃h/j (z, bT ; y1) , (5.3)

or equivalently:

˜̂GNP

h/j (z, bT , u) ∼ ∆C(bT , u)MD(z, bT ; j, h) exp

{
−1

2
gK(bT ) log

Q

Mh

}
, (5.4)

where we have used the expressions for the non-perturbative content of the TMD FF and

the soft-collinear thrust factor obtained from the last lines of Eqs. (B.13), (D.1), respec-

tively. This kind of constraint might be extremely important for future phenomenological

studies on generalized FJFs, which likely will play a crucial role in some of the processes

investigated by the future EIC [52].

The matching condition with the factorization theorem of Region 2 is conveniently

explored by noticing that the two theorems in Eq. (4.1) and Eq. (5.2) are proportional to

each other in the Laplace-Fourier conjugate space. Isolating the soft-collinear subtraction

term ŶR, implicitly encoded into the soft-thrust function, we can express the factorized

cross section for the matching region M2,3 in terms of the factorized cross section obtained

for Region 2:

dσRM2,3

dz du d2⃗bT
= R (aS(µ),Lb, LR;u, bT )

dσR2(y1)

dz du d2⃗bT
. (5.5)
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Both the coefficient R and the cross section of Region 2 are temporarily considered as

functions of a generic rapidity cut-off y1, yet however such dependence is canceled out in

their product. The ratio coefficient R is given by:

R (aS(µ),Lb, LR;u, bT ) =
˜̂CR (aS(µ),Lb, LR;u, bT )

ŶR (aS(µ), LR)

= exp

{
−1

2
Φ(µ⋆R, µR)

}
∆C(bT , u) exp

{
−1

2
gK(bT ) y

⋆
1

}
, (5.6)

where the perturbative contribution at the reference scales µ(0) = µ⋆b and y
(0)
1 = Lu−L⋆

b ≡
y⋆1, given by

˜̂CR⋆ (aS(µ
⋆
b))/ŶR⋆ (aS(µ

⋆
b)), is trivially one. This follows from the fact that the

constant terms in the perturbative expansions of
˜̂CR and ŶR are the same. Such property

can be checked by comparing the 1-loop expressions of Eqs. (C.20) and (D.2), respectively.

The function Φ in the equation above has been defined in Eq. (4.8). Crucially, the ratio

R gets closer and closer to one for bT → 0, provided that is is evaluated on the solution

of the rapidity cut-off condition y1 defined in Eq. (3.7). In fact, in this case the first

exponent vanishes because of the collapsing of the rapidity regulator onto its reference

value y1 → Lu − L⋆
b → Lu − Lb, while both the non-perturbative terms converge to 1 at

low-bT by definition7. This implies that the two factorization theorems coincide at small

distances, where the perturbative regime is dominant:

dσRM2,3

dz du d2⃗bT

small←−−−
bT

dσR2

dz du d2⃗bT

∣∣∣∣
y1=y1

. (5.7)

As anticipated, perturbative QCD gives blindly the same answer. Used alone, it cannot

properly predict the correct region decomposition of SIAthr. Moreover, this implies that

the result obtained in the SCET formalism does coincide with our result for Region 2 at

any order in perturbation theory, but they differ when the non-perturbative contributions

are included. In conclusion, we have proved that the matching of Region 2 and Region

3 is mediated by the factorization theorem holding in the matching region M2,3. This

is encoded into the relation dσR3

large bT−−−−→ dσM2,3

small bT←−−−−− dσR2 , based on the matching

condition of generalized FJFs of Eq. (5.3) and on the property of the ratio coefficient in

Eq. (5.6) to converge to one in the perturbative regime, R(y1)→ 1 for bT → 0.

It is important to stress that the two regions R2 and R3 match anyway, independently

from the fact that their matching regionM2,3 hosts a factorization theorem. Clearly, having

a factorization theorem provides much more powerful constraints that undeniably help

the phenomenological analyses. Intuition suggests that also the matching region between

Region 1 and Region 2, M1,2, may host a factorization theorem. This would set total

symmetry among the kinematic regions, including the matching regions. At present days

however, there are no evidences about the existence of such factorization theorem.

7The exponent involving the gK functions behaves as ∼ b2T log bT → 0 for small bT s.
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6 Phenomenology

In this Section the formalism developed so far on experimental data will be applied to

the phenomenological analysis of relevant experimental data. In particular, we consider

the SIAthrcross section measured by the BELLE collaboration [4] at Q = 10.58 GeV. For

simplicity, we restrict our analysis to the case where the detected hadron is a charged pion.

In the past few years, very few attempts of describing these data have been performed,

none of them really capable of fully capturing the rich information encoded in these ex-

perimental measurements, especially as far as the thrust dependence was concerned. This

dependence turned out to be extremely difficult to be properly addressed, signaling that

the underlying theories were not fully consistent and complete. In this regards, we mention

Ref. [5] based on the SCET formalism and Ref. [53] based on the kT -factorization formal-

ism [54, 55]. Some improvements in the description of the thrust dependence have been

achieved in Ref. [10], based on a strongly simplified version of the formalism presented

here. However, as discussed in Section 6.4, the simplifications entailed in that analysis re-

duced the complexity of the correlation between thrust and the rapidity cut-off to a naive

kinematic constraint.

In this paper we present a phenomenological analysis of the whole 2-jet region 0.8 ≤
T ≤ 1 of these data. We show how only taking into account all the non-trivial issues entailed

in SIAthr discussed in the previous sessions, allows us to provide a satisfactory description

of the measured cross section with respect to all the binned kinematic variables, z, PT and

T , obtaining a remarkable and unprecedented agreement with the experimental data.

In order to be safely far from higher order topologies of the final state, here we only

consider data with T ≥ 0.8. This allows us not to be concerned about matching with fixed

order calculations associated with 3 or more independent final state jets. The selection of

data points strictly belonging to the central kinematic region, R2, is based on the selection

algorithm presented in Ref. [9]. This leads to 230 data points, corresponding to the bins

represented in Table 1. Notice how the selected z bins are progressively shifted to higher

T z PT /z max N

0
.2
0
−
0
.2
5

0
.2
5
−
0
.3
0

0
.3
0
−
0
.3
5

0
.3
5
−
0
.4
0

0
.4
0
−

0.
45

0
.4
5
−
0.
5
0

0
.5
0
−
0.
5
5

0
.5
5
−
0.
60

0
.6
0
−
0.
6
5

0.
6
5
−
0.
7
0

0.
7
0
−
0.
75

0.
75
−
0
.8
0

0.80− 0.85 0.16Q 57

0.85− 0.90 0.15Q 60

0.90− 0.95 0.14Q 61

0.95− 1.00 0.13Q 52

Table 1: T , z and PT /z bins corresponding to the BELLE measurements [4]. Bins selected

for our phenomenological analysis are highlighted by a blue shading. Detailed explanations

on the selecting criteria are given in the text.
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z values as thrust increases. In fact, Region 2 is expected to be centered around relatively

large values of z, and this feature would be more and more evident as the 2-jet limit

is approached. This originates from the fact that the transverse motion of the detected

hadrons with low values of fractional energy is more likely affected by the deflection caused

by soft radiation, revealing the typical physics associated with Region 1. At the same

time, the cut in PT is progressively reduced in our selection, as larger values of transverse

momentum are dangerously close to the phase space boundaries of of Region 3. Such cut is

more and more stringent, consistently with the progressive shrinking of the available phase

space as the 2-jet limit is approached [9]. Table 1 summarizes our choice of T , z and PT

bins: those selected to be used in our analysis are highlighted in blue. We perform our

analysis by approximating each bin with its central value.

As already addressed in Section 4, where we discuss the contribution of the term Fu

to the final cross section defined in Eq. (4.3), the process we are considering does not only

include non-perturbative effects associated with low transverse momentum, but it also

entails non-perturbative contributions genuinely associated with thrust. These start to be

significant around the peak region [44–51] and they become more and more dominant as

the T = 1 limit is approached. Because of the intertwining of thrust with the Collins-Soper

kernel, the TMD FF should be ideally extracted in a region where only the non-perturbative

effects associated to transverse momentum are dominant, while those associated with thrust

can safely be neglected. This would prevent to deal with the correlation between gK and

fNP, which are the functions that are primarily involved in the mechanism relating thrust

and rapidity at the non-perturbative level. The BELLE data under consideration show a

peak in thrust roughly around T ≈ 0.90, for any value of z and PT . This implies that only

the very first bin in thrust considered in our selection can be considered far enough from

the peak to be marginally affected by non-perturbative thrust effects, reducing the ideal

kinematics where to extract the TMD FF to a single bin, i.e. T = 0.825.

For this reason, we organize our analysis in two steps.

1. We perform a preliminary fit on the first bin 0.80 ≤ T ≤ 0.85 (first highlighted line

in Table 1. Being safely far from the region where non-perturbative effects related

to thrust become significant, we will exploit the fit on this T -bin to determine the

functional form of the TMD FF, i.e. the parametrization of the functions MD and

gK , see Eq. (B.13).

2. We extend the fit to all the T -bins within our selection by relying on the func-

tional form of the TMD FF obtained in the extraction of fit 1., and by including the

non-perturbative effects associated with thrust in an appropriate way (this will be

described in Section 6.2).

In the following, we will present the details of these two subsequent steps.

6.1 Determination of the functional form of the TMD FF

In this preliminary step, we restrict our analysis to the bin corresponding to T = 0.825,

with z and PT chosen according to our selection, illustrated Table 1. In total, this brings us
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to 57 data points. Such a preliminary step is necessary to determine the functional form of

the non-perturbative content of the TMD, as this specific kinematics allows us to neglect all

non-perturbative effects associated with thrust. In this regard, we stress that we perform

our phenomenological analysis within the standard prescriptions of the CSS approach, as

thoroughly reviewed in Appendix B. In particular, we separate the perturbative from the

non-perturbative regime in bT -space by introducing a scale bMAX and a function b⋆ that

smoothly interpolates from short to large distances. Moreover, we adopt the bMIN = c1/Q

prescription to regularize the UV divergences associated with the integral of the TMD

FF at large transverse momentum. The collinear FFs used in the OPE, Eq. (B.14), are

obtained from the NNFF set of Ref. [56].

Choosing a functional form for the TMD FF corresponds to select the functions MD

and gK , defined in Eqs. (B.12) and (B.6), respectively. We assign 2 free parameters to

each non-perturbative function, corresponding to a total of 4 free parameters associated

with the TMD FF. MD and gK are further constrained by requiring them to assume some

specific behavior at small and large bT , respectively. In the following, we will specify our

choices.

TMD model MD(z, bT ) We require MD to have a Gaussian small bT behavior, i.e.

MD ∼ e−c2b2T × . . . for bT → 0. This choice is mainly driven by previous successful phe-

nomenological analyses, sensitive to the details associated with moderate-short distances.

Furthermore, we require MD to decay exponentially at large bT , i.e. MD ∼ e−c1bT for

bT →∞, as suggested in Ref. [37]. These constraints are well satisfied by a functional form

proportional to a modified Bessel function of the second kind, corresponding to a power law

in momentum space first used in Ref. [57] and vaguely reminiscent of the diquark spectator

models presented in Refs. [58, 59]. In the impact parameter space it has the following

general expression:

MD(z, bT ) =
2

Γ(p(z)− 1)

(
bT m(z)

2

)p(z)−1

Kp(z)−1 (bT m(z)) (6.1)

where the free parameters p > 1 and m > 0 have been allowed a z depedence as in Ref. [10].

This parametrization of the MD function had already been used in Refs. [10, 57]]. Since

experimental data suggest a peak in the width of the measured cross sections around

z ≈ 0.6, we conveniently express p(z) and m(z) in terms of the width W (z) of MD in

momentum space and the ratio 0 ≤ R(z) ≤ 1 between its peak and its maximum value.

This change of variables is defined as:

p(z) =
1

2

(
3

1−R(z)
− 1

)
, m(z) =

W (z)

z

√
3

1−R(z)
. (6.2)

We then parametrize the two functions W (z) and R(z) as follows:

R(z) = 1− α f(z)

f(z0)
with f(z) = z (1− z)

1−z0
z0 , W (z) =

mπ

R(z)2
. (6.3)

with z0 and α being the two free parameters to be determined fitting the data and

mπ = 139.6 MeV being the mass of the charged pions. Notice that the expression of
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W (z) is the same used for model II of Ref. [10]. The parametrization above is designed in

such a way that the width of MD in momentum space has a maximum in z = z0, roughly

corresponding to the maximum of the width of the whole cross section.

gK(bT ) function. We require the non-perturbative model of the Collins-Soper kernel to

have a quadratic behavior at low bT , i.e. gK ∼ g2b
2
T + . . . for bT → 0. This choice agrees

with lowest order theoretical arguments [37] as well as with most modern phenomenological

analyses [26, 27, 29]. Moreover, we require gK to saturate to a constant value at large bT ,

i.e. gK → g0 for bT → ∞. This specific behavior has never been tested before in any

phenomenological analysis, despite some encouraging theoretical arguments [37] preceding

this work. As we have already stressed in Section 3.2, a constant behavior of the CS-kernel

at large distances is not only suggested, but it is desirable to decrease the errors associated

to the factorization of Region 2 to moderate values of thrust at low transverse momentum.

In fact, if gK → g0 < ∞, the constraint on the positivity of the rapidity regulator has

a lower impact at low pT compared to a divergent gK . Finally, we only consider even

functions of bT , as suggested by other phenomenological work [24–27, 29, 31, 60] and

theoretical arguments [18, 37]. Applying all these constraints, we restrict our analysis to

the following two functions:

gAK(bT ) = g0 tanh

(
β2

b2T
b2MAX

)
, (6.4a)

gBK(bT ) = g0 tanh
(
β2 b⋆T bT

)
. (6.4b)

where we fix bMAX = 0.7 GeV−1. Notice that while gBK contains all even powers of bT , g
A
K

only includes terms of order b2+4 k
T with k ≥ 0. The function gBK is indeed inspired by the

functional form used in Ref. [24] and modified in order to saturate to a constant value (g0)

at large bT .

The preliminary fit gives equivalent results in both cases, A and B. In fact, not only

the value of the corresponding χ2 but also that of the parameters of the functions are well

consistent with each other within statistical errors. For this reason, here we explicitely

show only the results associated to case B, Eq. (6.4b). In Table 2 we show the fitted

values of the 4 free parameters of the fit, which determine the shape of the TMD FF,

together with the value of the χ2 per degrees of freedom. In Fig. 3 we show the com-

parison of our computation of the cross section with experimental data. As underlined

in Ref. [10], the selected data allow to determine the large bT behavior of the TMD with

high precision, but they loosely constrain the behavior at short distances. This feature is

particularly evident for the gK function, where the estimate of the g2 coefficient renders

g2 = 6.53+13.08
−2.39 , corresponding to a fast and early transition from quadratic to constant

behavior, already at small values of bT where perturbative contributions are expected to

be dominant. Such imbalance towards non-perturbative contributions is due to the rela-

tively small center of mass energy at which the thrust distribution is measured. Previous

work on the phenomenology of thrust distributions of fully inclusive e+e− annihilations [51]

highlighted the significant role played by non-perturbative effects already for Q ≲ 35 GeV.
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χ2/d.o.f. 0.6183

z0 0.5521+0.0415
−0.0398

α 0.3644+0.0250
−0.0282

g0 0.2943+0.0329
−0.0261

β 4.7100+1.9856
−1.9856

Minimal χ2
d.o.f. obtained by

fitting the bin corresponding

to T = 0.825, using the gBK
parametrization, Eq. (6.4b).

Figure 3: The cross section obtained from

the preliminary fit of the T = 0.825 bin is

compared to the BELLE measurements of

Ref. [4]. Error bands represent the statistical

uncertainty of the fit at 2σ confidence level.

Therefore, although we selected a bin that might be considered sufficiently far from the

peak of the thrust distribution, a certain amount of correlation between thrust and trans-

verse momentum, in the correspoding non-perturbative sectors, might be sizeable. Clearly,

the correlation between the thrust dependence and the Collins-Soper kernel enhances this

effect. In the next Section, we will introduce a specific function that takes care of the

non-perturbative effects genuinely associated with thrust, which will partially relieve the

function gK from the burden of describing alone the whole non-perturbative behaviour of

the cross section, constraining its shape at short distances much more precisely. We stress

that the aim of this preliminary fit is to test the validity of the functional forms chosen for

the parametrizations of the MD and gK functions. Consequently, the specific values of the

free parameters obtained in this fit should not be taken at face value, as they might (and

will) change in the final fit, especially those associated to gK .

6.2 Phenomenological analysis of the SIAthrcross section in the central region

We are now ready for our final fit, including all 230 data points from the selection presented

in Table 1). In order to achieve a successful description of the thrust dependence of

the SIAthr cross section, a specific prescription to include the non-perturbative effects

associated with thrust has to be applied. In the past years, several different methods

have been proposed for the treatment of event shape observables in the non-perturbative

region. Most of them apply the necessary modifications to the resummed expressions at

the level of the cumulative cross section of Eq. (4.25), [44–51], Here, we opt for a simpler

implementation. Our strategy consists in shifting the resummed factorized cross section of

Eq. (4.30) by computing it in T −T0 and multiplying it by a shaping function fNP(τ). This

function is required to satisfy fNP(τ) → 1 as τ increases and fNP(τ) = 0 in the 2-jet limit

τ → 0. According to this prescription, the cross section used to fit the experimental data
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becomes:

dσ

dz dT d2P⃗T

=
dσres.

dz dT d2P⃗T

∣∣∣∣
T−T0

fNP(1− T ) (6.5)

where the first factor refers to the cross section of Eq. (4.30), shifted by T0. Given the

correlation between the thrust dependence and the CS-kernel, the choice of fNP is not

independent from the choice of gK . We employ the following functions for the two models

presented in Eqs. (6.4):

fANP = tanh
(
ρ2τ2

)
, (6.6a)

fBNP = tanh2 (ρτ). (6.6b)

With this prescription, we are able to extend our phenomenological analyses to all the bins

of our selection by introducing 2 extra free parameters, T0 and ρ. We then have a total of 6

free parameters. Their values, in the two cases A and B, are reported in Tables 3a and 3b,

respectively. As anticipated, the parameters of MD, z0 and α, vary only very mildly

with respect to the preliminary fit. On the other hand, the free parameters associated

to gK are now significantly different compared to those in Table 2 and the behavior at

short distances is considerably more constrained. In fact, the coefficient weighing the

quadratic behavior at small bT of the gK function is now estimated to be g2 = 0.60+1.65
−0.05

and g2 = 0.51+1.81
−0.25, for case A and B respectively. Although these estimates are larger

than most recent extractions (see for instance Ref. [27]) they are definitely closer than the

values obtained in the preliminary fit. Thus, we can conclude that the description of the

non-perturbative effects associated to thrust is essential for a well-constrained extraction

of the TMD FF, at least in this energy range. We recall that we have included these

effects following the simplified strategy encoded in Eq. (6.5). However, more sophisticated

methods might lead to more precise estimates of the TMD parameters. As far as the

description of the experimental measurements of the cross section is concerned, Figs. 4a

and 4b show how, despite a significant difference in the overall χ2, both parametrizations

χ2/d.o.f. 1.0749

z0 0.5335+0.0194
−0.0180

α 0.3403+0.0114
−0.0122

g0 0.1044+0.0446
−0.0742

β 1.6765+0.8150
−0.8150

T0 0.0617+0.0295
−0.0134

ρ 7.7205+0.2834
−0.2099

(a) Minimal χ2
d.o.f. obtained by

fitting our selection of BELLE

data of Ref. [4], using the

parametrizations for case A,

Eq. (6.4a) for gk and Eq. (6.6a)

for fNP , Eq. (6.1) for MD.

χ2/d.o.f. 1.3421

z0 0.5334+0.0192
−0.0189

α 0.3394+0.0127
−0.0134

g0 0.1205+0.0305
−0.0367

β 2.0610+2.1042
−0.5193

T0 0.0467+0.0117
−0.0077

ρ 8.1643+0.3053
−0.3011

(b) Minimal χ2
d.o.f. obtained by

fitting our selection of BELLE

data of Ref. [4], using the

parametrizations for case B,

Eq. (6.4b) for gk and Eq. (6.6b)

for fNP , Eq. 6.1 for MD.
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A and B offer similarly good descriptions of the cross sections measured by BELLE. Notice

that the parameter values determined by fit B offer a more direct physical interpretation

compared to the values extracted from fit A. For example, the thrust shift T0 is slightly

above one bin in fit A, while it remains within the width of one bin in case B. For this reason,

whenever suitable, we only show the results of fit B. Finally, in Fig. 4 we show the thrust

dependent distributions of the SIAthrcross section, as obtained from our final fit (case B),

compared to the BELLE experimental measurements. Case A is not shown as it produces

analogous curves. It is interesting to notice that the optimal description obtained at small

PT values starts worsening as we get closer to the phase space boundaries, especially at

large transverse momentum and low z (lower panel, blue line). We stress the importance

of these results, as this is the first time that the thrust dependence of the SIAthr cross

section, e+e− → hX data is described phenomenologically, although by adopting a simple

recipe to include the non-perturbative effects associated with thrust.

6.3 Unpolarized TMD FF

The unpolarized TMD FF obtained from the fit corresponding to model B is shown in

Fig. 5 (the extraction obtained using model A leads to analogous results). In order to

facilitate the comparison with extractions obtained in standard TMD factorization, we

have set the rapidity scale to ζ = Q2. Remarkably, the behavior at low-kT is significantly

different from that obtained in Ref. [27]. This should not be surprising, as the definition

of TMD FF that we adopt for the SIAthr process is different from that used in standard

TMD factorization [7]. Indeed, such difference is expected to be particularly evident at low

transverse momentum, where the effects of the inclusion of contributions associated with

soft radiation into the standard definition become significant. In the future, this kind of

comparison will be crucial for exploring the long-distance behavior of the the soft factor

contributing to SIDIS and e+e− TMD cross sections.

The extraction of the TMD FF implies the determination of the function gK . This

allows to verify a posteriori whether the assumption on the positivity of the rapidity cut-off

is satisfied by our selection on BELLE data (Table 1). Let’s first consider the condition of

Eq. (3.9) and, in particular, the asymptotic limit reached by uMIN
E at large bT . With our

choices for bMAX and log-accuracy, the two constants appearing in its asymptotic behaviour,

Eq. (3.10), are A1 = 1 and A2 ∼ 0.85. Thus, using the values of g0 obtained using model

A, Eqs. (6.4a), (6.6a), and model B, Eqs. (6.4b), (6.6b), we obtain uMIN
E → 7.953+0.620

−0.979 and

uMIN
E → 8.175+0.428

−0.499, respectively. Such estimates are still given in Laplace space. A very

crude estimate of the corresponding quantities in thrust space can be obtained by replacing

uE with 1/τ . Hence the condition uE > uMIN
E becomes T ≳ 1− 1/uMIN

E . This implies that

the size of the errors associated with the positivity of the rapidity cut-off is under control

up to very small values of PT /z if T ≳ 0.874+0.009
−0.018 and T ≳ 0.878+0.006

−0.008, respectively. It is

important to stress that such estimates should only be regarded as an indication of the

values of thrust that can be considered large enough to extend the kinematics of Region

2 to very low values of transverse momentum, compatibly with the increasing dominance

of the Region 1. Analogously, they do not imply that the factorization theorem of Region

2 abruptly ceases to be valid if T is lower than the limit associated with uMIN
E , nor should
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(a) The SIAthr cross section obtained from our final fit for parametrization A is compared to the BELLE

measurements [4]. The error bands represent the statistical uncertainty of the fit at 2σ confidence level. The

uncertainties generated by the error on the collinear FFs are not shown, not to compromise the readability

of the plots. In general they would amount to a factor of 4-5 times the size of the corresponding statistical

errors. They are shown in Fig. 8 of Ref. [10].

(b) The SIAthr cross section obtained from our final fit for parametrization B is compared to the BELLE

measurements [4]. The error bands represent the statistical uncertainty of the fit at 2σ confidence level.

Uncertainties generated by the error on the collinear FFs are not shown, not to compromise the readability

of the plots. In general they would amount to a factor of 4-5 times the size of the corresponding statistical

errors. They are shown in Fig. 8 of Ref. [10].
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Figure 4: The thrust distribution of the SIAthr cross section, obtained from our final fit,

compared to the BELLE experimental data, for selected values of PT and z. Here we show

only model B, as model A would result in analogous curves. The lines representing the

results of our fit are extended to lower values of thrust than those actually included in

the fit (dotted lines) only to show that our prediction are in reasonable agreement with

data also in the T-range where they are not fitted, especially for larger values of z. The

uncertainty bands represent the statistical uncertainty of the fit at 2σ confidence level.

Figure 5: Extraction of the unpolarized TMD FF as obtained using model B, for different

values of z and Q. The case of a fragmenting up/down quark into a charged pion is shown.

Error bands represent the statistical uncertainty of the fit at 2σ confidence level. The

rapidity scale has been set to ζ = Q2 as in standard TMD factorization.
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Figure 6: Comparison of the scales µR = Qey1/uE and µ⋆b . The behavior of µR depends

on gK , here in our case B. Even at large distances, the scale µR remains large enough to

allow a treatment in terms of perturbation theory.

they be trusted for determining the value of PT at which the size of the errors starts getting

too large. In fact, we have found a satisfactory agreement with experimental data starting

from the lowest data points in PT not only for T ≳ 0.875, but also in the lowest thrust bin,

as showed in Section 6.1 and in Fig. 4. The other two conditions encoded in Eq. (3.11) and

Eq. (3.12) can instead be easily verified, with the latter in particular being automatically

satisfied for any g0 < ∞. The hypothesis on the size of the scale µR = Qey1/uE , that

should always be large enough to avoid the Landau pole, is checked by comparing it to

the scale µ⋆b . As shown in Fig. 6, they follow a similar behavior and, most importantly,

they saturate to similar values at large bT . More specifically, µR → 1.330+0.187
−0.096 GeV for

model A, while µR → 1.294+0.084
−0.064 GeV for model B. Since these are scales where we can

reasonably apply perturbation theory, the condition of Eq. (3.11) can be considered to be

satisfied.

6.4 Comparison with previous work

In this section, we examine the formalism proposed in Ref. [8] and tested in Ref. [10] in the

light of the rigorous formalism devised in this paper. The comparison with the result for

Region 2 obtained in the framework of SCET [6] has already been addressed in Section 5.

The cross section presented in Ref. [8] had been obtained by introducing a further

artificial “topology” cut-off λ in the formalism, forcing the cross section to describe the

2-jet limit of the e+e− → hX process in the limit λ → 0. In this sense, λ was strictly

related to thrust. Moreover, λ acted as an upper limit for integrals over the transverse

momentum. This introduces an explicit relation between the rapidity of the collinear

radiation and the thrust, which ultimately results in a condition that fixes the rapidity

cut-off to y1 = − log (
√
τ). Notice that this coincides with the minimum allowed value for

the rapidity of a particle belonging to the same jet of the detected hadron, according to a

simple kinematic argument [6, 8]. Because of these strong modification of the formalism,
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the resulting factorization theorem cannot be considered a strict rigorous treatment of

the thrust distribution of the TMD cross section of e+e− → hX, but it has nevertheless

the undeniable advantage of strongly simplifying the phenomenological analysis, without

affecting the very spirit of the physics of Region 2. In fact, it restores the naive expectation

of a cross section expressed as a convolution of a “hard” partonic cross section, completely

independent of the transverse momentum of the detected hadron, with a TMD FF that

encodes all the TMD effects. On the other hand, the TMD FF is defined differently from

SIDIS, as in this case it is unaffected by any soft radiation contribution. Moreover, although

altered, the relation with the rapidity cut-off and the thrust is made explicit, playing a

central role in phenomenology.

Recovering this result starting from the rigorous factorization theorem devised in

Ref. [9] and expressed by the cross section in Eq. (4.30) follows from two main approxi-

mations. First, the whole bT -dependence associated with terms other than the TMD FF

in Eq. (4.30) is washed away by freezing bT = c1/
√
τ Q, as if such contributions were inte-

grated out up to PT /zh ≤
√
τ Q. This inevitably harms the relation between the rapidity

cut-off and the kinematic variables. Next, the TMD FF is re-equipped explicitly with a ra-

pidity cut-off8, although this cannot be related rigorously to the thrust anymore and hence

it is fixed as yapprox.1 = − log (
√
τ), according to the naive kinematic argument mentioned

above. The formula presented in Ref. [8] corresponds to the double-log (DL) approxima-

tion for the thrust dependence of the resulting cross section, and, neglecting multiplying

constants as in Eqs. (2.1), (5.1), in bT -space reads as:

dσ̃approx.R2
∼ −aS CF

3 + 8 log τ

τ
e−aS 3CF log2 τ D̃h/j (zh, aS , Lb, y

approx.
1 ; bT ) . (6.7)

This is the cross section tested in the phenomenological analysis of Ref. [10]. Notice that,

since the actual relation between the thrust and the rapidity cut-off is not properly taken

into account in Eq. (6.7), this result undermines any serious attempt of a rigorous thrust

resummation. For this reason, any phenomenological analysis based on Eq. (6.7) cannot

be applied to large values of T . For instance, in Ref. [10] the selected range of thrust is

0.75 ≤ T ≤ 0.875, leaving out most of the core of the 2-jet region of e+e− annihilation.

7 Conclusions

The highly non-trivial kinematic structure of SIAthr processes makes its study extremely

complicated, especially for the formulation of factorization theorems properly describing

their underlying physics. It is nevertheless one of the first processes carrying information

about the transverse motion of partons which is not covered by standard TMD factoriza-

tion. For this reason, it is inevitably acquiring a central role for TMD physics, triggering

interest both in the theoretical aspects of its factorization properties and also in the phe-

nomenological extraction of TMD Fragmentation Functions. Any sound phenomenological

8Recall that ζ = Q2 in the TMD FF of Eq. (4.30).
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application must rely on a well defined factorization theorem, which in turn must be de-

vised in its appropriate kinematic domain. Previous works on this subject [6, 9] highlighted

a very rich underlying kinematic structure. However, the two main different approaches

oddly showed some tension in the results associated with the central region, while agree-

ing at the boundary of the phase space. In Section 2, we have defined this central region

(Region 2) following in the footsteps of Ref. [9] and we have showed as this is indeed the

only possible definition allowing for a truly independent kinematic region in the “bulk” of

the phase space. We have devised the corresponding factorization theorem, which has to

be regarded as a new and updated version of the analogous result previously devised in

Ref. [9]. This is however still not the final result for the factorized cross section of Region

2, as it presents a left-out dependence on the rapidity cut-off introduced to regularize the

rapidity divergences brought by TMD contributions. This issue has been considered as a

signal of some kind of mechanism relating the thrust dependence to the regularization of

the rapidity divergences. This is extremely significant for the role of rapidity regulators in

SIAthr, which have been promoted from mere computational tools to function of measured

quantities. A relation between thrust and rapidity cut-off seems indeed be suggested by

simple kinematics considerations, but a formal proof of such intertwining was lacking be-

fore this work. We have presented a deep study about this relation in Section 3, devising

for the first time a sound proof leading to the explicit relation in Eq. (3.7), that links the

rapidity cut-off to thrust and transverse momentum. This relation follows as a necessary

condition for the factorization theorem of Region 2: if the “bulk” of the phase space is an

independent kinematic region, then the rapidity cut-off and the thrust are not indepen-

dent regulators, but they are related through a very precise equation. Remarkably, this is

the equation that locates the minimum of the factorized cross section of Region 2 when

regarded as a function of the rapidity cut-off and hence it corresponds to imposing the

vanishing of its CS-evolution. Not surprisingly, this is indeed an expected requirement for

any physical observable. The final result follows by considering the factorization theorem

at this very special value of rapidity cut-off, which depends on the behaviour of the CS

kernel. It is important to underline that access to the CS kernel is provided by its link to

the rapidity scale of the process, rather than to the energy scale as usual.

In this way, we can go far beyond Ref. [9], overcoming the difficulties related to the

thrust resummation which could not be performed without understanding the intimate

connection between thrust and rapidity regulators. In Section 4 we showed how to obtain

the factorization theorem for Region 2 at NNLL in thrust and NLL in transverse momen-

tum. In this regard, Eq. (4.30) is our main result and it will be the starting point for future

phenomenological studies.

Furthermore, in Section 5 we have clarified the connection between our result and

the factorization theorem devised in the SCET formalism [6]. We have highlighted how

the two theorems rely on different kinematic regions and therefore they lead to different

factorization theorems. Moreover, we showed that the SCET result coincides with the

factorization theorem holding in the matching region between Region 2 and Region 3.

Despite it does not describe the very core of the phase space of SIAthr, the fact that

factorization can be successfully applied in a matching region constitutes an extraordinary
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feature by itself. Usually, matching regions do not allow factorization and the matching

proceeds provided that some prescription has been previously defined. In this case, the

factorization theorem of Region 2 can be smoothly mapped into the factorization theorem

of Region 3 through the factorization theorem holding in M2,3, between the two regions.

In conclusion, this paper sets the proper theoretical formalism to treat the central

kinematic region of SIAthr. All the issues regarding how rapidity divergences are handled

and how they intertwine with the thrust dependence have been solved and the final result

can now be computed at the desired logarithmic accuracy in thrust. This result is then

proposed as a cornerstone for future phenomenological applications, that will allow to

investigate the properties of TMD Fragmentation Functions to a new and unprecedented

level of precision.
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A Notation

In this Section we summarize the compact notation used through this work.

LS = log
µ

µS
= log

(
uE

µ

Q

)
; LR,L = log

µ

µR,L
= LS ∓ y1,2;

LJ = 2 log
µ

µJ
= log

(
uE

µ2

Q2

)
; Lb = log

µ

µb
= log

(
bT µ

c1

)
, (A.1)

with uE = ue−γE and c1 = 2e−γE , being γE ∼ 0.577 . . . the Euler-Mascheroni constant.

Often we encounter the logarithm Lb evaluated at the scale µ = Q. In that case, we label it

as Lb. We have also used the label Lu for log uE . When computing quantities at a certain

log-accuracy, we are required to express the coupling constant aS at scale µ1 in terms of

another energy scale µ2. This is achieved through:

aS,1 =
aS,2

1− 2β0 aS,2 L

(
1− β1

β0

aS,2
1− 2β0 aS,2 L

log (1− 2β0 aS,2 L) + . . .

)
(A.2)

where aS,i = aS(µi) and L = log (µ2/µ1). Moreover:

β0 =
11

3
CA −

2

3
nf ; (A.3a)

β1 =
34

3
C2
A −

10

3
CA nf − 2CF nf , (A.3b)
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are the lowest order coefficients of the QCD beta function. Finally, we denote the quantities

in Fourier conjugate space with a∼ symbol, while we use the ∧ symbol for quantities defined

in the Laplace conjugate space. All perturbative results have been obtained within the MS

regularization scheme.

B TMD Fragmentation Functions

In this Section, we review some of the theoretical aspects of TMD Fragmentation Functions.

The TMD FF appearing in the factorization theorem of Region 2, Eq. (4.1), represents the

contribution of collinear radiation, properly subtracted to avoid double countings with the

soft sector. In terms of field operators, this is given by:

D̃h/j (z, bT , y1) =
D̃uns.

h/j (z, bT )

S̃ (bT , y1)
, (B.1)

where the numerator is the squared matrix element accounting for the transition from the

(unpolarized) fragmenting quark to the final state with the detected hadron, often simply

denoted as “unsubtracted TMD FF”:

D̃uns.
h/j (z, bT ) =

TrC
NC

TrD
4

∑
X

1

z

∫
dx−

2π
eik

+x−

⟨0| γ+W(−)) (x/2→∞)ψj (x/2) |P ; X⟩ ⟨P ; X|ψj (−x/2) W
†
(−)) (−x/2→∞) |0⟩ .

(B.2)

where the gauge links W(−) along the minus (−) direction are defined as in Eq. (C.1). The

definition above does not coincide with the usual TMD FFs appearing in standard TMD

factorization. In fact, the commonly used TMDs also include soft physics effects [3, 11]. For

this reason, usual TMDs appear naturally whenever there are significant non-perturbative

effects associated with the soft sector, as in Drell-Yan scattering, SIDIS and DIA processes,

but also in the Region 1 of SIAthr, where soft radiation is TMD-relevant. In all these cases,

the definition of Eq. (B.1) can be replaced by:

D̃usual
h/j (z, bT , y1) = lim

yA,B→±∞
D̃uns.

h/j (z, bT )

√√√√ S̃ (bT , yA − y1)
S̃ (bT , yA − yB) S̃ (bT , y1 − yB)

, (B.3)

where the square root not only accounts for the subtraction of soft-collinear radiation, but

it also reabsorbs part of the soft factor of the process. In practice, the two definition can

be matched by introducing a further non-perturbative function [7], the soft model MS ,

describing the long-distance behavior of the soft factor S̃ (bT , y1 − y2). Then, Eq. (B.1)

and Eq. (B.3) are simply related as D̃usual
h/j = D̃h/j

√
MS . Thanks to this relation, global

phenomenological analyses now become feasible, while preserving the universality of TMDs.

In the following, we will review the properties of TMD FFs defined by Eq. (B.1).

We refer to Ref. [19] and references therein for higher order-results of perturbative terms.
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Notice that, with respect to this reference, our Collins-Soper (CS) kernel (and hence also

its anomalous dimension γK) is multiplied by a factor of 2 because of the different TMD

definition we adopt. The CS kernel controls the evolution of TMDs with respect to their

rapidity cut-off. It possesses an additive anomalous dimension γK , which lowest order

coefficients are given by:

γ
[1]
K = 16CF ; (B.4a)

γ
[2]
K = CACF

(
1072

9
− 16π2

3

)
− CF nf

160

9
. (B.4b)

Hence, the CS kernel can be written as:

K̃ (aS(µ), Lb; bT ) = K̃ (aS(µb), 0; bT )−
∫ µ

µb

dµ′

µ′
γK
(
aS(µ

′)
)
, (B.5)

where the bT -dependence in K̃ not encoded into the logs accounts for the non-perturbative

content of the Collins-Soper kernel. This is usually separated from its perturbative part

by using the b⋆ prescription [11] and recast into the non-perturbative gK function [3, 11]:

K̃ (aS(µb), 0; bT ) = K̃⋆ (aS(µ
⋆
b))−

∫ µb

µ⋆
b

dµ′

µ′
γK
(
aS(µ

′)
)
− gK(bT ), (B.6)

where K̃⋆ (aS(µ
⋆
b)) = K̃ (aS(µ

⋆
b), 0) ∼ K̃ (aS(µ

⋆
b), 0; b

⋆
T ), as at low distances the bT -dependence

outside the logs is strongly suppressed. Notably, other approaches [18] have been recently

developed to investigate the large-distance behavior of the Collins-Soper kernel. In this

work we have used the common choice:

b⋆T =
bT√

1 +
b2T

b2MAX

. (B.7)

At perturbative level the CS-kernel is:

K̃ = −aS(µ) 16CF Lb +O
(
a2S
)
, (B.8a)

K̃
[1]
⋆ = 0. (B.8b)

The RG-evolution of TMDs is determined by the TMD anomalous dimension [3, 11] γD.

Expressing the rapidity cut-off in terms of the variable ζ = 2(k+)2e−2y1 , where k+ ∼ Q/
√
2

is the plus component of the overall collinear momentum, the TMD anomalous dimension

can be expressed as:

γD

(
aS(µ), log

(√
ζ

µ

))
= γd (aS(µ))−

1

2
γK (aS(µ)) log

(√
ζ

µ

)
, (B.9)

with:

γ
[1]
d = 6CF . (B.10)
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The general solution to the evolution equations of TMDs can be written as:

D̃h/j(z, aS(µ),Lb, log
√
ζ

µ
; bT ) = D̃h/j(z, aS(µb), 0, 0; bT )×

× exp

{
1

2
K̃ (aS(µb), 0; bT ) log

√
ζ

µb
+

∫ µ

µb

dµ′

µ′
γD

(
aS(µ

′), log

(√
ζ

µ′

))}
, (B.11)

where, as did for K̃, the bT -dependence not encoded into the logs accounts for the large-

distance behavior of the TMD. In particular, the fingerprint of the TMD is described by

the model function MD(z, bT ; j, h), defined as:

D̃h/j(z, aS(µ),Lb, log
√
ζ
µ ; bT )

D̃h/j(z, aS(µ),Lb⋆ , log
√
ζ
µ ; b⋆T )

=MD(z, bT ; j, h) exp

{
−1

2
gK(bT ) log

√
ζ√
ζ0

}
, (B.12)

for any µ, ζ. It is common to relate the rapidity reference scale to the mass of the detected

hadron, as9
√
ζ0 =M2

h . Therefore, Eq. (B.11) can be recast as:

D̃h/j(z, aS(µ),Lb, log
√
ζ

µ
; bT ) = D̃h/j, ⋆ (z, aS(µ

⋆
b))×

× exp

{
1

2
K̃⋆ (aS(µ

⋆
b)) log

√
ζ

µ⋆b
+

∫ µ

µ⋆
b

dµ′

µ′
γD

(
aS(µ

′), log

(√
ζ

µ′

))}
×

× MD(z, bT ; j, h) exp

{
−1

2
gK(bT ) log

√
ζ

Mh

}
. (B.13)

The small-bT behavior of the (unpolarized) TMD FF can be written as an OPE in terms

of integrated (unpolarized) FFs,indicated by lowercase letters. In particular, in the first

line of Eq. (B.13) we have:

D̃h/j, ⋆(z, aS(µ
⋆
b)) =

∑
k

∫ 1

z

dρ

ρ

[
ρ2 C̃k/j(ρ, aS(µ⋆b))

]
dh/k(z/ρ, µ

⋆
b). (B.14)

where D̃h/j, ⋆(z, aS(µ
⋆
b)) = D̃h/j(z, aS(µ

⋆
b), 0, 0; b

⋆
T ) ∼ D̃h/j(z, aS(µ

⋆
b), 0, 0), as the bT de-

pendence not encoded into the logs is suppressed at low distances.

The procedure described above entails the standard prescriptions of the CSS approach.

This is usually equipped with a bMIN = c1/µ prescription, in order to satisfy the integral

constraint of the TMDs, meaning to recover its collinear counterpart when it is integrated

over transverse momentum. As long as bMIN ≪ bMAX, this constraint is fulfilled. This

modification takes place at low-bT , in the OPE of Eq. (B.14), in general by substituting bT

with
√
b2T + b2MIN. This pushes the expected matching with the fixed order from bT = c1/Q

to bT = 0. Thus, this kind of renormalization of the UV divergences of the collinear

functions is necessarily associated with a modification of the TMDs at large transverse

momentum, starting already where kT ≈ Q. These issues, together with the unavoidable

9Also [11],
√
ζ0 = Mh/zh, with zh being the fractional energy of the detected hadron.
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left out dependence on bMAX in practical applications, have recently lead to a critique of

the standard approach [61–63], suggesting a novel strategy that automatically satisfies all

the necessary constraints associated with the definition of the TMDs, without introducing

any arbitrary scale such as bMAX.

Although the introduction of bMAX prevents the logarithms to become large, we still

approximate the TMD FF of Eq. (B.13) by rearrangin the perturbative expansion in powers

of L⋆
b instead of aS , where Lb⋆ is Lb with the replacement bT → b⋆T . This follows the track

of most recent applications [24, 25, 27, 29, 60]. At NLL-accuracy, the OPE is required to

be evaluated up to NLO. The relevant Wilson coefficients (at scale µ = µ⋆b) are:

z2 C̃q/q(z) = δ(1− z) + aS 2CF

(
1− z + 2

1 + z2

1− z
log z

)
+O

(
a2S
)
; (B.15a)

z2 C̃g/q = aS 2CF

[
z + 2

1 + (1− z)2

z
log z

]
+O

(
a2S
)
. (B.15b)

The exponent in the second line of Eq. (B.13) encodes the perturbative contributions to

the evolution from µ⋆b to µ and from (µ⋆b)
2 to ζ. At NLL-accuracy its expression is given

by [7]:(
exp. 2nd line
Eq. (B.13)

)
= Lb⋆ g

tmd
1 (x⋆b) + gtmd

2 (x⋆b) +O
(

1

Lb⋆

)
+

+
1

2
log

(√
ζ

µ

)[
gCS-kernel
1 (x⋆b) +

1

Lb⋆
gCS-kernel
2 (x⋆b) +O

(
1

(Lb⋆)2

)]
, (B.16)

where x⋆b = aS(µ)Lb⋆ . The functions gtmd
i , i = 1, 2 (see Ref. [64]) and gCS-kernel

i , i = 1, 2

are:

gtmd
1 (λ) =

γ
[1]
K

4β0

(
1 +

log (1− λ)
λ

)
; (B.17a)

gtmd
2 (λ) =

γ
[1]
K

8β20

β1
β0

λ

1− λ

(
1 +

log (1− λ)
λ

+
1

2

1− λ
λ

log2 (1− λ)
)
−

−
γ
[2]
K

8β20

(
λ

1− λ
+ log (1− λ)

)
−
γ
[1]
d

2β0
log (1− λ); (B.17b)

gCS-kernel
1 (λ) =

γ
[1]
K

2β0
log (1− λ); (B.17c)

gCS-kernel
2 (λ) =

γ
[1]
K

4β20

β1
β0

λ2

1− λ

(
1 +

log (1− λ)
λ

)
−
γ
[2]
K

4β20

λ2

1− λ
. (B.17d)

where λ = 2β0 x
⋆
b . Notice that if ζ = µ2, e.g. y1 = 0, then the logarithm in front of the

contributions associated to the functions gCS-kernel
i vanishes and Eq. (B.16) reduces to its

first line.
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C Generalized Soft Thrust Function

The generalized soft thrust function introduced in Ref. [9] describes the contribution of

the soft radiation when the dependence on the thrust τ ≪ 1 is taken into account. In the

soft approximation, the interactions of the soft gluons with the collinear particles in the

direction n are encoded into a Wilson line:

Wn(x) = Pexp
{
−ig0

∫ ∞

0
dt n ·A(x+ nt)

}
, (C.1)

where the symbol P denotes the usual path-ordering. In contrast with the usual soft thrust

function, the Wilson lines appearing in the definition are tilted off the light-cone according

to the prescription of the factorization procedure presented in Ref. [11]:

S(τ, y1, y2) =
TrC
NC

∑
X

δ

(
τ −

w · PR
X + w · PL

X

Q

) ∣∣∣〈0 ∣∣∣Wn1(0)W
†
n2
(0)
∣∣∣X〉∣∣∣2 , (C.2)

where the vectors w and w denote the plus and the minus light-cone directions and n1 = w−
e−2y1w, n2 = w − e2y2w are their tilted counterparts. Moreover, PR,L

X represents the total

momentum flowing into the right/left hemisphere defined by the thrust axis. The operation

of tilting the Wilson lines off the light-cone acts as a regulator for rapidity divergences, in

addition to the natural regularization induced by the thrust dependence. Despite being

introduced artificially, such redundancy is manifest when soft-collinear radiation has an

active role in generating TMD effects, in at least one of the two hemispheres. The central

kinematic region of the thrust distribution of e+e− → hX offers an example where this

exotic configuration is realized [7–9]. On the other hand, in most of the thrust distributions

for which data are available at present time, the soft-collinear radiation is on the same

footage of the soft contributions and hence integrated over transverse momentum. In this

case, the implementation of the subtraction mechanism that avoids the double counting

due to the overlapping between soft and collinear contributions, also remove all the rapidity

cut-off dependence. More specifically, this overlapping is represented by the soft-collinear

thrust functions introduced in Ref. [9] and defined as:

YR(τ, y1) = lim
y2→−∞

S(τ, y1, y2); YL(τ, y2) = lim
y1→+∞

S(τ, y1, y2), (C.3)

from which follows YR(τ, −y2) = YL(τ, y2). In the previous equations, the limit operation

is intended to be applied to the squared amplitudes, before the integration over the phase

space of the final state. Once freed by double counting, the subtracted generalized soft

thrust function equals the standard soft thrust function:

S(τ) =
S(τ, y1, y2)

YR(τ, y1)YL(τ, y2)
= (C.4)

=
TrC
NC

∑
X

δ

(
τ −

w · PR
X + w · PL

X

Q

) ∣∣∣〈0 ∣∣∣Ww(0)W
†
w(0)

∣∣∣X〉∣∣∣2 .
This equation has been checked at 1-loop accuracy in Ref. [9]. Eq. (C.4) is crucial to prove

standard results of the factorization of thrust distributions in the Collins factorization
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formalism. In this regard, the standard approaches [39, 41] to the thrust distribution of

e+e− → X never consider rapidity cut-offs in the definition of any of the terms appearing in

the factorized cross section, as in the final result all the rapidity divergences are naturally

regulated by the thrust dependence. As long as this holds true, the various approaches

converge to the same factorization theorem and expressing the soft thrust function in terms

of rapidity-regulated quantities as in Eq. (C.4) may seem an unnecessary complication. In

Section 3 we have provided a concrete example where only part of the rapidity divergences

are naturally regulated by the thrust, and the generalized soft thrust function appears

explicitly in the final factorization theorem.

C.1 Evolution Equations

Given the crucial role of the generalized soft thrust function in recent factorization theo-

rem [9], in this section we will present the evolution equations of S, with respect to both µ

and the rapidity cut-offs. As common with thrust functions, the natural ground to study

evolution equations is the Laplace conjugate space of thrust. Hence, we will consider the

Laplace transform of S, defined as:

Ŝ(u, y1, y2) =

∫ ∞

0
dτ e−u τ S(τ, y1 − y2). (C.5)

Later on, it will be clear how the u-space is actually the proper place where perform

factorization. In particular, the rapidity cut-offs have to be considered in their proper

limits in the Laplace conjugate space.

The generalized soft thrust function has many similarities with the 2-h soft factor

appearing in TMD factorization [3, 7, 11]. In fact, even if there are three arbitrary scales, µ

and ζ1,2 = Q2e∓2 y1,2 , the whole evolution is controlled solely by the kernels of the evolution

with respect to the rapidity cut-offs. We will refer to such quantity as the G-kernels, defined

as:

ĜR(u, y1) = 2 lim
y2→−∞

∂ log Ŝ(u, y1, y2)

∂y1
; (C.6a)

ĜL(u, y2) = −2 lim
y1→+∞

∂ log Ŝ(u, y1, y2)

∂y2
, (C.6b)

from which follows that ĜR(u, y1) = ĜL(u,−y1). The limit operation has to be intended

as in Eqs. (C.3) and it is justified by the same argument that holds for the Collins-Soper

kernel [11]. In fact, the derivative with respect to one of the rapidity cut-offs reduces

the momentum regions to be either hard or collinear to the opposite direction, and hence

the other Wilson line can be taken along the light-cone without encountering any rapidity

divergence. However, in contrast with the Collins-Soper kernel, the G-kernels are not

rapidity cut-off independent, as the thrust dependence involves the rapidity of each of the

gluons crossing the final state cut. For this reason there is a right and a left G-kernel,

depending on which rapidity cut-off the derivative acts on. The G-kernels have an additive

anomalous dimension γK , the same of the Collins-Soper kernel but with reversed sign:

∂ ĜR,L

∂ logµ
= −γK . (C.7)
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Notice that this implies that the sum of a G-kernel with the Collins-Soper kernel is RG-

invariant. Eqs. (C.10) and (C.7) allow to recast the G-kernels as:

ĜR,L

(
aS(µ), log

µ

µR,L

)
= ĝ(aS(µR,L))−

∫ µ

µR,L

dµ′

µ′
γK(aS(µ

′)), (C.8)

where µR,L = µSe
±y1,2 . The lowest order reads as:

ĜR,L = aS(µ) 16CF LR,L +O
(
a2S
)
, (C.9a)

ĝ[1] = 0. (C.9b)

More generally, the perturbative expansion of the G-kernel is organized as follows:

ĜR,L =
∞∑
n=1

anS(µ)
n∑

m=0

Ĝ[n],mLm
R,L, (C.10)

where aS = αS/4π. Since G-kernels have the same evolution of the CS-kernel, the per-

turbative coefficients in front of the log powers coincide, i.e. Ĝ[n],m ≡ K̃ [n],m for m ≥ 1.

Moreover, by comparing the one-loop results of Eq. (C.9) and Eq. (B.8), we see that

Ĝ[1], 0 ≡ K̃ [1], 0 = 0. This suggests that G-kernel are indeed the same of the CS-kernel, but

evaluated on a different variable. At perturbative level, one is obtained from the other with

the replacement bT ↔ c1uE/Qe
−y1 . On the other hand, the non-perturbative contributions

to the CS-kernel are still being studied and far to be fully determined. This prevent us to

apply the same replacement beyond the perturbative regime. Such issues have been widely

discussed in Section 3.2 when we solved the condition Eq. (3.5) for the rapidity cut-off in

Region 2.

Having explored the properties of the G-kernels, we are now ready to write the solution

of the evolution equations (C.6) for the generalized soft thrust function. Using µ = µS and

y1,2 = 0 for the reference values of the evolution, we have:

Ŝ (µ, u, y1, y2) = Ŝ (µS , u, 0)×

exp
{
− 1

2

∫ y1

0
dx ĜR (aS(µ), LS − x) +

1

2

∫ y2

0
dx ĜL (aS(µ), LS + x)

}
. (C.11)

It is important to stress that the solution above of the evolution equations is valid only

provided that the difference y1− y2 is large, as this is the condition underlying Eqs. (C.6).

The exponent appearing in Eq. (C.11) can be further manipulated by exploiting the RG-

evolution of the G-kernels of Eq. (C.7):∫ y1

0
dx ĜR (aS(µ), LS − x) =

=

∫ µR

µS

dµ′

µ′

[
ĝ
(
aS(µ

′)
)
− γK

(
aS(µ

′)
)
log

(
µ′

µS

)]
− log

(
µR
µS

) ∫ µ

µR

dµ′

µ′
γK
(
aS(µ

′)
)

= Φ(µS , µR) + K̃ (aS(µ), Lb; bT ) log

(
µR
µS

)
; (C.12a)
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∫ y2

0
dx ĜL (aS(µ), LS + x) = −

∫ −y2

0
dx ĜR (aS(µ), LS − x) , (C.12b)

where the function Φ has been defined in Eq. (4.8). Therefore, the generalized soft thrust

function can be written as:

Ŝ (µ, u, y1, y2) = Ŝ (µS , u, 0)×

exp
{
− 1

2

(∫ µR

µS

dµ′

µ′

[
ĝ − γK log

(
µ′

µS

)]
− log

(
µR
µS

) ∫ µ

µR

dµ′

µ′
γK + (µR ↔ µL)

)}
.

(C.13)

It is straightforward to check that this result is consistent with Eqs. (C.6). Perturbatively,

the finite part of the generalized soft-thrust function is given by:

Ŝ (aS(µ), LS , y1, y2) = 1− aS 4CF

(
L2
L + L2

R − 2L2
S −

π2

3

)
+O

(
a2S
)
. (C.14)

where we highlighted the dependence on LS and LL,R.

C.2 Soft-collinear thrust functions

Now that the evolution of the generalized soft thrust function is known, the evolution of the

soft-collinear thrust functions introduced in Eqs. (C.3) can be deduced thanks to Eq. (C.4).

In this case, though, the sole kernel ruling the evolution with respect to the rapidity cut-

off is not enough to specify the RG-evolution. For this reason, the soft-collinear thrust

functions possess two evolution equations, analogously to TMDs [3, 11]. The CS-evolution

follows straighforwardly from Eqs. (C.3):

∂ log ŶR(u, y1)

∂y1
=

1

2
ĜR(aS(µ), LS − y1); (C.15a)

∂ log ŶL(u, y2)

∂y2
= −1

2
ĜL(aS(µ), LS + y2). (C.15b)

On the other hand, RG-evolution is given by:

∂ log ŶR(u, y1)

∂logµ
= γR(aS(µ), LS − y1); (C.16a)

∂ log ŶL(u, y2)

∂logµ
= γL(aS(µ), LS + y2). (C.16b)

Combining the equations above with Eq. (C.7), we find that:

∂γR(aS(µ), LS − y1)
∂y1

= −1

2
γK(aS(µ)); (C.17a)

∂γL(aS(µ), LS + y2)

∂y2
=

1

2
γK(aS(µ)); (C.17b)

The structure of the anomalous dimensions γR,L is then fixed by exploiting Eq. (C.4). This

relates γR,L with the anomalous dimension γS of the usual soft thrust function:

γR,L(aS(µ), LR,L) = −
1

2
γS(aS(µ), LS)∓ y1,2

1

2
γK(aS(µ)) =
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= −1

2

(
γs(aS(µ))− γK(aS(µ))LR,L

)
, (C.18)

where in the last line we used explicitly the structure of γS . Finally, the solution to the

evolution equations of the soft-collinear thrust functions is:

ŶR,L (µ, u, y1,2) = ŶR,L (µS , u, 0) exp
{
− 1

2

∫ µ

µS

dµ′

µ′
γS(aS(µ

′), LS)
}
×

exp
{
− 1

2

(∫ µR,L

µS

dµ′

µ′

[
ĝ − γK log

(
µ′

µS

)]
− log

(
µR,L

µS

) ∫ µ

µR,L

dµ′

µ′
γK

)}
. (C.19)

Perturbatively, the finite part of the (right) soft-thrust function is given by:

ŶR (aS(µ), LS , y1) = aS CF

(
4L2

R −
π2

6

)
+O

(
a2S
)
, (C.20)

where we highlighted the dependence on LR. The left case ŶL follows straightforwardly.

The results above are consistent with Eq. (C.4) provided that the following relation holds

at the reference scales of the evolution:

Ŝ(µS , u) =
Ŝ(µS , u, 0)

ŶR(µS , u, 0) ŶL(µS , u, 0)
. (C.21)

The perturbative expansion of such quantity depends on u only through the powers of

aS(µS), as the choice µ = µS makes all the logarithmic terms to vanish. As a consequence,

at very large values of |u| e.g. (roughly speaking) at very low values of τ , the perturbative

expansion breaks down and non-perturbative contributions must be considered. In the

commonly studied thrust distribution of e+e− annihilation, such non-perturbative effects

become manifest in the peak region, where they compensate for a shift in the distribu-

tion causing a discrepancy between the experimental and perturbative results [40, 51]. In

the past, different methods have been proposed to properly take into account such non-

perturbative contributions [45, 48–50].

D Soft-collinear thrust factors

In this section, we review the properties of the soft-collinear thrust factors. These functions

were first introduced in SCET-based factorization approaches [6, 65] and called “Thrust-

TMD collinear-soft function”. More recently, they have been also presented in Ref. [9] as

the large-bT asymptotic behavior of the TMD relevant soft-collinear radiation contribution

to the cross section of Region 2. In this paper, we refer to them simply as soft-collinear

thrust factors. Analogously to TMDs, these functions are fully determined through a

pair of evolution equations. The CS-evolution is equal and opposite to TMDs, making

the combination CRDh/j naturally CS-invariant. Moreover, the RG-evolution is ruled by

the anomalous dimension γC , which coincides with the anomalous dimension γR,L of the

soft-collinear thrust functions defined in Eq. (C.18). Such analogies are a consequence of

the nature of soft-collinear thrust factors, which can be considered as “bridges” among
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the collinear and the soft sector in thrust dependent observables. After introducing a b⋆

prescription to separate large and small bT behavior and setting the reference scales for the

evolution as µ0 = µ⋆b and y
(0)
1 = Lu − L⋆

b ≡ y⋆1 in order to kill all the log dependence, the

right soft-thrust factor can be written as:

CR (aS(µ),Lb, LR;u, bT ) = CR⋆ (aS(µ
⋆
b))×

× exp

{
1

2
K̃⋆ (aS(µ

⋆
b)) (y1 − y⋆1) +

∫ µ

µ⋆
b

dµ′

µ′
γR

(
aS(µ

′), log
µ′

µR

)}
×

× ∆C(bT , u) exp

{
−1

2
gK(bT ) y1

}
. (D.1)

The left case CL follows straightforwardly. For simplicity, we have omitted the ∼ and

the ∧ symbols associated to the Fourier and Laplace conjugate space, respectively. The

last line accounts for the non-perturbative contributions at large bT isolated by the b⋆

prescription. Notice how the model ∆C also shows an explicit dependence on u. This is

a feature inherited by the generalized FJF, as follows from Eq. (3.2). Perturbatively, the

finite part of the (right) soft-thrust factor is given by:

CR (aS(µ),Lb, LR) = 1 + aS CF

(
−π

2

6
+ 8LRLb − 4L2b

)
+O

(
a2S
)
, (D.2)

where we have highlighted the dependence on LR and Lb.

E Hard factor and Thrust dependent functions

We refer to Ref. [6] and references therein for the values of the coefficients of the perturba-

tive expansions of the following thrust-dependent functions. Notice that our definition for

the anomalous dimension γk is obtained multiplying by a factor of 4 the cusp anomalous

dimension used in this reference. In the following list, we collect the main results up to

one-loop (pole parts not included):

• Hard function.

|H|2
(
aS(µ), log

µ

Q

)
= 1 + aSCF

(
−16 + 7π2

3
− 12 log

µ

Q
− 8 log2

µ

Q

)
+O

(
a2S
)
.

(E.1)

with anomalous dimension:

γH

(
aS(µ), log

µ

Q

)
= γh (aS(µ))− γK (aS(µ)) log

µ

Q
, (E.2)

γ
[1]
h = −12CF . (E.3)

• Jet Thrust function.

Ĵ (aS(µ), LJ) = 1 + aSCF

(
7 + 3LJ + 2L2

J −
2π2

3

)
+O

(
a2S
)
. (E.4)
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with anomalous dimension:

γJ (aS(µ), LJ) = γj (aS(µ)) +
1

2
γK (aS(µ)) LJ , (E.5)

γ
[1]
j = 6CF (E.6)

• Soft Thrust function.

Ŝ (aS(µ), LS) = 1− aSCF

(
8L2

S + π2
)
+O

(
a2S
)
. (E.7)

with anomalous dimension:

γS (aS(µ), LS) = γs (aS(µ))− γK (aS(µ)) LS , (E.8)

γ[1]s = 0. (E.9)

The constant terms of the anomalous dimensions are not independent, as further constraints

come from the RG-invariance of the factorized cross sections in which the corresponding

functions contribute. In particular:

RG-invariance of fIAthr ⇒ γh + 2γj + γs = 0, (E.10)

RG-invariance of DIA⇒ γh + 2γd = 0. (E.11)

Notice how the second of the above equations is strictly related to the particular prescrip-

tion used to regularize the rapidity divergences. More specifically, Eq. (E.11) is associated

with the Collins regularization through the tilting of the soft Wilson lines off their light-

cone directions. Since Ref. [6] uses a different regularization scheme, the constant terms of

the TMD anomalous dimension will be different beyond the lowest order.
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